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ABSTRACT 

The primary goals of American education have always 

been to develop in each individual the desire to achieve 

to his maximum potential, to discover his interests, apti

tudes and achievements and to develop an appropriate 

program for him. However, until recent years the focal 

point was on the average student and the gifted and talented 

were neglected. Today, however, promoting the full develop

ment of the individual student is more important than ever 

because there is a national need for the talented and gifted 

students; to neglect them is unfair. 

Although almost every child can be regarded as 

gifted and talented at something, the U.S. Office of Edu

cation recently reported that approximately three to five 

percent of the school age population constitute the gifted 

and talented. All levels of society and backgrounds were 

represented: rich and poor, urban and rural, all races and 

from both sexes about equally. 

Many school systems, including Todd County, Kentucky, 

have provided for individual differences in a variety of ways. 

Many of these provisions have been merely token, such as a 

small number of cases of acceleration in the primary grades, 

groupings within classes, individualized instruction and 
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individual help. None of these have resulted in gifted 

education programs. 
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The gifted and talented children and youth have an 

unusual endowment of talent--academically gifted, creative 

and productive thinkers, artistically talented and leader

ship qualities--in ways that neither schools nor society 

understands. In spite of this excellence, the federal 

government, until recently, took little interest and it 

would be short-lived. 

However, there have been a few important commitments 

to the gifted and talented at the national level. In 1957, 

after the Russians launched Sputnik, the federal government 

shifted its interest to the gifted and as a result the 

National Defense Education Act (NDEA) was created in 1958. 

By 1969 interest at the national level for the gifted 

had all but disappeared when Congress mandated the Maryland 

Report--the study which discovered much neglect in the gifted 

education area. So, in order to improve the programs for 

the gifted, the Office for the Gifted and Talented (OGT) 

within the Department of the u.s. Office of Education was 

established in 1972. 

Today gifted education stands on a firm ground. 

Recently the u.s. Office of Education reported that seventeen 

states have laws mandating gifted education programs for all 

gifted and talented. Another thirty-three including Kentucky 

have established guidelines for gifted education programs. 
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Federal and state funding has increased although 

the funding and/or expenditures for the handicapped are far 

greater than for the gifted. However, funds for gifted 

education are becoming more available to local school systems. 

Most gifted education programs use a variety of 

criteria to identify the gifted. No longer do educators rely 

solely on the I.Q. tests but peer, parent and teacher evalu

ations are being relied upon along with the intellegence tests. 

Once a school system has identified and assessed its gifted 

students there are federal and state grants available for the 

school to use to set up a program on the local level. 

The teacher exerts an important influence on gifted 

children. The ability to teach superior students effectively 

is a personal skill which some teachers have and some do not. 

Also, there is widespread teacher indifference to gifted and 

talented children as some teachers possess certain basic 

attitudes in which they either accept or reject the gifted 

students. The gifted child needs a teacher who understands 

him and can stimulate him to optimum achievement. 

In spite of national concern, Kentucky has been slow 

in getting gifted programs implemented. The originators and 

state leaders of gifted education have put together the rules 

and regulations to govern the administration and operation of 

gifted education programs. They have been very clear in 

their recognition that the gifted program has to be dealt with 

in the light of what kind of education is appropriate for the 

public school and what will have the greatest relevance for 

gifted education. 
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This study, which concerns itself primarily with 

identifying the talented and gifted of Todd County, brings 

to fruition the first phase of a local gifted education pro

gra.1n. Pertinent data were gathered and compiled which will 

soon be utilized in order to qualify for state and national 

grants which are available for the local education agency's 

program for the gifted. 

As in other areas of American education, the gifted 

education program will be controlled locally although it is 

a state responsibility with federal regulations. However, 

most of the progress of gifted education in Todd County is 

dependent upon the State Department of Education, Todd County 

Boa.rd of Education, the administrators, and the teachers who 

deal directly with the gifted and talented children and youth 

of Todd County, Kentucky. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A primary goal of American education has always been 

to develop in each individual the desire to achieve to his 

maximum potential. One of the most important functions of 

public education in the United States has been to discover 

the interests, aptitudes, and achievements of students 

followed by developing appropriate educational programs for 

all students--whether they be urban, rural, inner city, and 

any other student population wherever it may be. Today, 

promoting the full development of the individual is more 

important than ever because of the pressing national demand 

for excellence. Aside from the national need for talented 

and gifted personnel, the neglect of our talented and gifted 

is unfair to the students themselves, and also, it is incon

sistent with the educators' belief that every individual 

should be helped toward self-realization. 

Education is a mode of action. Kentucky believes 

it is ·important to have good reasons for acting and this is 

strongly implied in the state's educational philosophy. It 

states: 

The Kentucky State Department for Elementary and 
Secondary Education believes that all children and youth 
should be provided with an educational program which _ 
allows them to develop to their maximum potential. Gifted 
and talented children and youth are a unique segment of 
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Kentucky's school population who, because of their 
superior abilities and/or capability for advanced achieve
ment, need educational opportunities different from those 
available through the regular program to realize their 
potential. 

Therefore, in order to meet the needs of the gifted 
and talented, educational programs should be designed that 
are significantly different from those provided in the 
regular classroom. Such programs should consist of 
challenging, diverse, and complex experiences with pro
visions for the development of leadership. 

Gifted and talented children and youth exist in all 
levels of society regardless of sex, race, socio-economic 
background or ethnic origins. They can and should be 
identified by their outstanding intellectual capabilities, 
creativity, and talents and should be provided with 
educational experiences commensurate with their abilities. 
Such a program should be conducted in an environment which 
will make it possible for these children and youth to 
reach the highest level of learning and accomplishment of 
which they are capable at each stage of their development 
("Guidelines for Gifted/Talented Programs: 1978). 

The Todd County Public Schools have long recognized 

that each student is unique and that the school should help 

him prepare himself for a satisfying life within our demo

cratic society. The Board of Education believes that it is 

the responsibility of the school to provide the best learning 

environment and motivations possible for achieving maximum 

development of self-discipline, habit, values and various 

skills (Todd County Elementary Schools, 1966-67). Robert J. 

Gover, former superintendent of Todd County Schools wrote: 

The resource of every citizen of Todd County will be used 
to develop an educational program to challenge the 
exceptionally bright student and to recognize the talents 
of the less able one. 

Furthermore, he wrote: 

We are f~lly aware of the resource of every c~tizen of 
Todd county will be used to develop an educational pro
gram to challenge the exceptionally bright student and 
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to recognize the talents of the less able one •••• We 
are fully aware of the distance between the efforts we 
have made and the fulfillment of this objective. However, 
we hope to close this gap through innovation and creative 
programs •••• We seek for the education of Todd County's 
children the best ••• in staff, program, and physical 
facilities •••• These can be enhanced from funds pro
vided by federal legislation and through the leadership 
of the State Department of Education, the local Board of 
Education, the Administration and the teaching staff (Todd 
County Elementary Schools, 1966-67). 

Today, fifteen years later, w. Larry Tribble, Todd 

County Superintendent of School~ with the full support of the 

Board of Education, has taken important steps in closing the 

gap by seeking to identify the gifted and talented students 

(See Appendix: A, B, C). 

Also, during this fifteen years of progress in edu

cation, A. J. Gray, Chairman, and James Weathers, Vice Chair

man, have served continuously as members of the Board of 

Education. This continuity adds strength in various dimensions 

to the education programs in Todd County (See Appendix D). 

The teachers of Todd County are aware of their respon

sibil i ty and believe in being well-trained to teach children 

and youth. They reflect this belief in the amount of formal 

training certified experienced teachers have taken to stay 

abreast of the ti.mes (See Appendix E, F). Also, the teachers 

consider the philosophy of the Todd County School system one 

in which they believe and are obligated to uphold it since 

t hey helped create it. They state: 

It is the aim of the Todd County School System to: 

A. provide educational opportunities for students to 
develop the positive values of self-:espect, self
reliance initiative, courage, and kindness as well 
as spont~neity, creativity, responsibility, and joy; 



B. develop dignity and worth in each student; 

C. stimulate within each student a desire to learn and 
a desire to live a worthwhile and satisfying life; 
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D. assist each student in developing his talents to 
the maximum of his ability; to do creative thinking; 
and to accomplish intellectual tasks independently; 

E. encourage development of responsible conduct, self
motivation, and reaction to the changing world; 

F. instill in each student an appreciation for and a 
willingness to assume the duties of living and partic
ipating in a democratic society; 

G. teach each student that wisdom derives from inner 
qualities of moral and spiritual and emotional values 
as well as from the economic aspects and social 
relationships of life ("Philosophy of Todd County 
School System," 1980). 



Chapter 2 

THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem 

It was the purpose of this study to investigate the 

educational program for gifted students in Todd County to 

ascertain if improvements need to be made in order to meet 

Kentucky's minimum state standards. 

Importance of the Study 

Gifted children in Todd County deserve the opportunity 

to receive the most appropriate instructional program. They 

are, indeed, the county's most valuable resources and their 

needs should be carefully examined. Concerning the education 

of the student who has intellectual ability but is not using 

it effectively, Beryl M. Parrish (1965) states: 

Any program for the gifted must be a community project. 
Through town forums, in organizations, in parent-teacher 
organizations, the problem of the gifted should be dis
cussed. The school must assess teacher, parent, community, 
and student attitudes toward the gifted. If the gifted 
students are viewed suspiciously as a breed apart, the 
meaning of giftedness must be explained. The schools must 
consider the cultural milieu. Deep needs of youth and 
of man must be considered. In today's insistent pleas 
for increased numbers of scientists, mathematicians, and 
engineers, we should not forget the equally great need for 
future artists, musicians, and social workers (Parrish, 
1965). 

The primary purpose of this study is to design a 

theoretical identification program for the gifted in the Todd 

5 
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County educational system. This will serve as a first phase 

in administrative program improvement for gifted students. 

The secondary purpose is to provide the State Depart

ment of Education with specific information in the pupil 

identification area as to the readiness of Todd County Schools 

to operate a program for the gifted. 

The Kentucky State Department for Elementary and 

Secondary Education believes that in order to meet the needs 

of the gifted and talented, educational programs should be 

designed that are significantly different from those provided 

in the classroom. Furthermore, the Guidelines for Local 

Education Agencies (LEA) state that identification and selec

tion of pupils as gifted/talented must be determined through 

the use of multiple criteria prior to requesting state gifted 

education grant funds ('".iuidelines for Gifted/Talented Programs," 

1978). 

This is the first in-depth study that has been under

taken in Todd County to identify and select students through 

the use of multiple criteria. It is especially important as 

it will provide the information to the state which is a pre

requisite for the local education agency before it makes a 

request for a gifted education grant. 

Rationale 

The society in which we live, in orde~ to continue to 
grow, to solve its problems, a~d to meet i~s.challenges, 
must make a commitment to provide opportunities for 
maximum development of individual pote~tial through . 
differentiated opportunities for learning. Extraordinary 
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abilities are found in all segments of society. Iden
tification of each gifted individual must be made as 
soon as possible •••• The sooner a child's talent can 
be recognized, the sooner and more fully his special 
abilities can be encouraged and nurtured. The identi
fication process must be multi-dimensional and should 
concentrate on the many expressions of exceptionality 
(Tongue and Sperling, 1976). 

Approved state guidelines for the gifted and talented 

students of Kentucky set forth the rationale justifying this 

study. In relation to programs for the gifted and talented, 

the guidelines state: 

••• Programs may reflect various organizational patterns 
at the elementary and secondary level •••• 

The program must include specific identification and 
selection procedures for gifted talented students and 
youth consistent with the state criteria for identification 
(Guidelines for Gifted/Talented Programs, 1978). 

It appears that the present administrative program for 

gifted education in the a.rea of identification needs to be 

improved in Todd County Schools, among other reasons, in 

order to provide the Kentucky State Department of Education 

with specific information in the pupil identification area as 

to the readiness of the local education agency (LEA) to 

receive a grant to operate a program for the gifted. Therefore, 

an administrative study should be made before beginning to 

revise any existing circumstances. 

Hypotheses 

This study was approached in consideration of the 

following question form hypotheses: 

1. Are there students enrolled in Todd County Schools 

who possess general intellectual ability consistently superior 
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in mental capacity to other peers who would profit from 

opportunities beyond those provided by the local educational 

agency now? 

2. Are there students enrolled in Todd County Schools 

who possess specific academic aptitude, consistently superior 

in one or more academic areas to other peers to the extent 

that they need and could profit from advanced content studies 

beyond those provided by the local educational agency now? 

3. Are there students enrolled in Todd County Schools 

who demonstrate exceptional ability in the area of creative 

thinking who could profit from opportunities beyond those 

provided by the local educational agency now, 

4. Are there students enrolled in Todd County Schools 

who possess ability in visual and performing arts and who 

demonstrate or indicate potential for outstanding production 

or creativity such as art, dance, drama or speech who could 

profit from opportunities beyond those provided by the local 

educational agency now? 

s. Has a clear conceptualization of giftedness and 

the need for a gifted education program emerged from the 

teachers and administrators of Todd County? 

Limitations 

some limitations should be noted. The questionnaire 

survey was sent to all teachers and administrators which in

cluded professionals without previous experience in gifted 

education programs. Also, included were teachers who had 
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little experience in teaching as well as teachers who have 

experienced a long career in teaching. 

Also, interviews were conducted with only a selected 

group of educator/administrators. If time had permitted, 

interviews with the career teachers may have proved helpful 

in this study. 

Laymen on the school board, P.T.A. members and citizens 

of the community were not actively involved, although it is 

realized that they are decision-makers and Todd County Public 

School System needs their backing in its efforts to improve 

the gifted education program. 

There was little time to visit or observe other systems 

and/or to collect data from other school systems as the writer 

did not feel justified in asking for released time to work on 

this project. Therefore, lack of time was one of the greatest 

limitations of the study. 

Other circumstances that delimited the study included: 

(1) lack of clerical help, (2) lack of printed resources at 

the local professional materials center, and (3) lack of local 

certified experienced professional assistance. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

1. Ability grouping: The practice of assembling 

students for instructional purposes who are somewhat nearer 

together in general capacity for learning 

2. Acceleration: Any administrative practice designed 

to move the student through school more rapidly than usual 
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3. Articulation: The sequential arrangement of 

studies through the total school program so as to avoid 

undesirable repetition or duplication at various grade levels 

4. Differential education (for the gifted): Edu

cational experiences uniquely or predominately suited to 

the distinguishing behavioral processes of intellectually 

superior people and to the adult roles that they typically 

assume as leaders and innovators 

S. Enrichment (for the gifted): Practices which 

are intended to increase the depth or breadth of the gifted 

student's learning experiences 

6. Gifted program: A pattern of provisions within 

the total range of school activities which is designed to 

meet the distinguishable needs a nd abilities of intellectually 

superior and talented children 

7. Guidelines: Outline of policies 

8. Identification: The process of finding those 

students who meet the cri ter i a of giftedness adopted in a 

given school or system 

9. LEA: Local Educational Agency, or Board of 

Education of a school system, such as Todd County Board of 

Education 

10. Mental ability : referred to as "capacity" and 

includes such conceptions as intelligence and aptitude 

11. Mental tests: Devices such as intelligence, 

aptitude, achievement, and personality tests or rating scales 

for various skills 
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12. Motivation: The basic psychological process 

involved in both under and over achievement in school 

13. SEA: State Education Agency, such as Kentucky 

State Department of Education 



Chapter 3 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Educating the Gifted 

Giftedness like other human resources "remains a 

potentiality until it has been discovered and developed" 

(Bristow, Craig, Hallock, and Laycock, 1951). The respon

sibility for the promotion of maximum growth and development 

rests with parents, teachers, school administrators and all 

others who live and work with children. 

Although almost every child can be regarded as gifted 

and/or talented at something, the 1971 report to the Congress 

on the Education of Gifted and Talented from the U.S. Office 

of Education showed that three to five percent of our nation's 

school children exhibited outstanding abilities at an early 

age. All levels of society and backgrounds were represented: 

rich and poor1 urban and rural1 red, yellow, black and white: 

and from both sexes (about equally). 

The argument is often advanced that gifted students 

are the most neglected children in our schools today. Many 

studies on the gifted have revealed great waste in human 

resources by failure to identify and encourage children with 

potential. 

Special objectives for the education of the gifted 

12 
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should be established in light of what the gifted person 

brings to the learning situation. Studies highlight their 

unusual characteristics, their ability to think abstractly 

and to generalize widely, their creative abilities and their 

leadership performance. 

Many school systems have provided for individual 

differences among students in a variety of ways. These 

provisions include a small number of cases of acceleration 

in the ungraded primary school or grades, and considerable 

grouping within classes and individualized instruction or 

individual help. The main emphasis is on enrichment of 

instruction with children of superior intellectual ability 

participating in research activities, creative projects, 

experimentation, and leadership activities. All of these 

have been positive innovative efforts and have resulted in 

improved educational opportunities for t he g i f ted. 

There is much disagreement concerning the best way 

to provide an appropriate education for the superior 

student. Ward (1961) says, "The i mprovement of education 

for all will yield improved education for the gifted. 

But this alone is not enough." Their intellectual interests 

differ from others, they learn faster, and they learn more. 

In other words, their experiences are not identical 

with the experiences of other students. Therefore, 

their education must differ as to kind, quality, and 

level of insight. Intellectually superior individuals 

can acquire independent and valid judgments in intellectual 
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and academic issues. The schools must develop a type of 

educational program that will take this type of independence 

into consideration so that the gifted student can develop his 

capacities. 

Thomas Jefferson introduced to the ideology of 

American schooling the idea of "meritocracy, of the 'natural' 

aristocracy of the talented" (Doyle, 1976). Not to devote 

attention to the particular characteristics of the bright and 

talented students, and not to provide properly for the nurture 

of these distinguishing characteristics are breaches of the 

democratic ideals. Equal opportunity does not mean identical 

opportunity. It requires fitting the opportunity to the 

· individual's needs and abilities. As DeHaan and Havighurst 

(1961) pointed out, "A democratic society does not have a 

laissez faire policy with respect to the gifted; instead it 

attempts to stimulate and seek them out." 

The gifted are our most valuable human resource 

because they maintain our culture and create advances in all 

fields. Havighurst (1958) wrote, "Our culture and civilization 

rarely, if ever, has been enhanced by those of low ability." 

Thus, it can be said that our future generation depends upon 

those of superior ability. DeHaan and Havighurst (1961) 

commented, "Gifted children in American schools today will 

provide the bulk of leadership t omorrow." Because special 

demands will be made upon them, their education should prepare 

them adequately to discharge these special responsibilities. 

The school, the local education agency, is the prime 

source or agency for the development of leaders. Society 
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has always sought well-qualified men and women to fill 

positions of leadership. The needs of society in a complex 

world require different kinds of leadership by an ever in

creasing number of people. Smith and Wetzler (1964) said 

that different kinds of leadership are needed "particularly 

from those who possess ideas and creativeness." Such 

individuals must be encouraged to become philosophers, 

physicists, mathematicians, creative musicians, artists, and 

social scientists. They are the future Einsteins, Beethovens, 

Picassos and Martin Luther Kings. These are fields that 

demand original minds: people with imagination who can 

solve different intellectual problems. This demand for 

leadership must come especially from the gifted group who 

has high ability potential in many areas of endeavor. Over 

two hundred years ago, Carolus Linnaeus, renown Swedish 

botanist, physician and writer stated, "A teacher can never 

better distinguish himself in his work than by encouraging 

a clever pupil, for the true discoverers are among them, as 

comets amongst the stars" (Smith and Wetzler, 1964). It is 

of utmost importance that teachers of the gifted be able to 

convey, along with the richer intellectual and emotional 

experiences, an understanding of the greater social respon

sibility and ethical integrity which is necessary for 

democratic leadership. 

subscribing to the philosophy of education which 

recognizes individual differences and seeks to develop each 

child's unique capabilities and talents to that child's full 
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potential, there can be no doubt, according to Nelson and 

Cleland (1971) that, "teachers' roles must vary according 

to the attributes of the students they teach." 

Common misconceptions blocking a special program 

for teachers of the gifted include the erroneous premise 

that any good teacher can instruct the gifted (the initial 

barrier), overemphasis upon techniques and gimmicks (reducing 

the importance of content), and "know-how" has overshadowed 

the "know-what." To pursue this direction for teachers of 

the gifted is incomprehensible. 

Steve Herczeg, coordinator of the adolescent pro

gram at Northwestern Memorial Hospital and assistant 

professor of psychology at Northwestern University, feels 

that: 

many bright kids have emotional problems that teachers 
overlook. For example, we had one gifted kid in the 
adolescent program at orthwestern . emorial who was 
so quick when it came to computers that no one else 
understood what he was tal ki ng about. But he came to 
us after he had tried to kill his brother and had 
taken a knife to his father. The teachers all talked 
about how smart and witty he was, but they overlooked 
the fact that he was tremendous ly v i olent (Nelson and 
Cleland, 1971). 

Herczeg feels that many intelligent teens succeed 

in hiding their personal problems as t hey use their intellect 

as a defense. Teachers tend to overlook their problems be

cause on the surface they seem mature ( lelson and Cleland, 

1971) • 
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In surveying existing programs in teacher training 

colleges and universities in the local area the writer found 

little specific provisions at the undergraduate level for 

the gifted while at the graduate level at least one course 

in education for the gifted is included. 

The local education agency (LEA) should provide the 

professional education through in-service to teachers who 

are "qualified" but not certified to teach the gifted until 

such times as those teachers could take professional college 

courses. Gallagher (1975) pointed out the value of "selected 

classroom teachers for the gifted in well known programs for 

the gifted" and asserted that preparation of teachers for 

the gifted urgently needs attention. 

A recent survey of 239 experts in education for the 

gifted cited by Gallagher (1975) advocates specialized 

teacher preparation, continued professional study, in-service 

phases and frequent contact with teachers of the gifted. 

Gifted and talented children and youth are often a 

problem to their parents, to their teachers, and to their 

other associates, unless sorted out and given opportunities 

to use their abilities. Teachers without special training 

are not always good at recognizing superior intelligence. A 

study conducted by Leonard Carmichael (1962), Tufts College 

professor, bears this out. A Negro girl of 200 I.Q. was 

rated lower in intelligence by her teacher than a child whose 

I.Q. turned out to be 100. Inability of the teacher to recog

nize giftedness in her students sometimes leads her to label 
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a gifted student as a trouble maker, when in fact, the student 

is far more advanced in intelligence than the teacher (see 

Appendix G). 

Consider Dr. Leta Hollingworth, a genius who became 

a psychologist and who was especially interested in the edu

cation of the gifted. On record is the following statement 

made by her regarding those who teach gifted students: 

As a form of failure to suffer fools gladly, negativism 
may develop. The foolish teacher who hates to be corrected 
by a child is unsuited to these children. Too many child
ren of superior ability are being taught by teachers of 
normal to I.Q.'s of 120. Into this important matter of the 
selection of the teacher we cannot enter, except to illus
trate the difficulty from recent conversation with a ten
year-old boy of I. Q. 165. This boy was referred to us as a 
school problem: "Not interested in the school work. Very 
impudent. A liar." The following is a fragment of conver
sation with this boy: 

"What seems to be your main problem in school?" 

"Several of them." 

"Name one." 

"Well, I will name the teachers. Oh, boy! It is bad 
enough when the pupils make mistakes, but when the teachers 
make mistakes, oh, boy!" 

"Mention a few mistakes the teachers made." 

"For instance, I was sitting in 5 A and the teacher was 
teaching 5 B. She was telling those children that the 
Germans discovered printing, that Gutenberg was the first 
discoverer of it, mind you. After a few minutes I 
couldn't stand it. I am not supposed to recite in that 
class, you see, but I got up. I said, 'No, the Chinese 
invented not discovered printing, before the time of 

' · 11 b b ' '" Gutenberg--while the Germans were sti ar a.rians. 

"Then the teacher said, 'Sit down. You are entirely 
too fresh' Later on, she gave me a raking over before 
the whole

0

class. Oh, boy! What teaching!" 

It seemed to me that one should begin a~ once in this 
case about suffering fools gladly. So I said, "Ned, that 
teacher is foolish, but one of the first things to learn 
in the world is to suffer fools gladly ." The child was so 
filled with resentment that he heard only the word "suffer." 



"Yes, that's it. That's what I say! Make 'em 
suffer. Roll a rock on 'em." 

~efore we finished the conversation, Ned was 
straightened out on the subject of who was to do the 
suffering. He agreed to do it himself. 

I will cite another conversation, this time with a 
nine-year-old, gifted child above average I.Q.: 

"What seems to be your trouble at your school?" 

"The teacher can't pronounce." 

"Can't pronounce what?" 
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"Oh, lots of things. The teacher said, 'Magdalen 
College' at Oxford, you know. I said, 'In England they 
call it Modlin College.' The teacher wrote a note home 
to say I am rude and disorderly. She does not like me" 
(Carmichael, 1962). 

One can readily see that children like this might get 

into many difficulties. Dr. Hollingworth cites a final case 

in those who teach gifted students: 

An eight-year-old, of I.Q. 17 8 , was sent to us as a 
school problem: 

"What is your main trouble?" 

"It is the librarian." 

"ow is that?" 

"Well, for instance, I go to the library to look for 
my books on mechanics. I am making a new way for engines 
to go into reverse gear. The librarian say~, 'Here, where 
are you going? You belong in the easy books department.' 
So I have to go where the chi ldren are all supposed to go. 
But I don't stay there very long, because they don't have 
any real books there. Say, do you think I could get a 
card to the other department?" {Carmichael, 1962). 

Unless due regard is given to these students by 

teachers and parents, they could drift into delinquency. On 

the other hand, follow-up studies have shown that gifted 

children who receive the considerations they deserve 
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from teachers, parents, and others usually make superior 

citizens. The child's giftedness is actually a handicap to 

him, however, if it leads him to conflicting circumstances 

with his parents and teachers (Carmichael, 1962). 

Characteristics of the Gifted Child 

On the basis of intelligence the population may be 

divided roughly into three large groups: the gifted, the 

average, and the deficient in intelligence. There is no 

sharp dividing line between them, however. For every person 

there is someone just a little brighter and someone just a 

little duller--excepting, of course, for the one person who 

is the most deficient of all and the one person who is the 

brightest of all. 

The bright student is referred to as the gifted in 

intelligence (see Appendix G). Included in the gifted are 

(1) those with a high general factor, who seem to be able 

to handle in a superior way whatever they set their minds 

to; (2) those with a high general factor and some unusually 

high specific factors, as was the case with Einstein; and 

(3) those with an average general factor but some very high 

specific factors, as in the case of the student who had little 

scholastic ability but was a wizard at inventing new devices to 

be used in color television. Often, the term gifted is used 

only for the first two groups with talented falling in group 

three. 
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The following facts about the gifted pictures, to 

some degree, what they are like: 

1. They enjoy reading. Many learn to read before 

they start to school, and some read before they are three 

years old. In elementary and high school, reading is their 

favorite recreation, and they are likely to read twice as 

many books as the average. 

2. They like school, usually, and are particularly 

good in subjects requiring verbal comprehension, such as 

literature, grammar, geography, civics, reading, general 

science, mathematics, and history. 

3. They tend to be healthier and better developed 

physically than the average. 

4. Many go to college, and while there they take 

part in more extracurricular activities than the average. 

S. As adults, they commit less cr ime than the average, 

less often become seriously malad j usted, and less often have 

marital difficulties. 

6. As adults, their earnings tend to be superior to 

that of the average (Sorenson, 1967). 

It is common in psychology today t hat there is 

a "correlation between intelligence and most desirable 

traits" (Carter, 1975). This established a general 

expectation concerning the gifted which is supported 

by many specific studies. The pioneer studies of Terman have

given the basic picture of the gifted child. The primary 

superiority is in general intelligence; however, this extends 
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to physical and motor traits, emotional maturity, and general 

competence (Carter, 1975). 

Concerning mental characteristics, Terman reports, 

"The gifted have a ready grasp of principles underlying social 

and natural situations, a spontaneous elevation of immediate 

observations" (Carter, 1975). 

It has been specifically noted that their superiority 

is greatest in thought or abstract subjects. Gifted children 

learn facts and related principles rapidly and efficiently. 

Their intellectual drive--which includes mental endurance, 

tenacity of purpose and curiosity about things and ideas, 

result in independent, self-education. Gifted children have 

a diversity of interest; they learn to read easily and are 

advanced in reading ability (Terman, 1919). 

Some conclusions from Terrnan's study of fifty-nine 

gifted children include: 

1. Gifted children are apparently not below average 

in general health. 

2. Their ability is general rather than special or 

one-sided. 

3. They are especially marked in moral and personal 

traits. 

4. Play deficiency and marked lack of social adapt-

ability is the exception rather than the rule. 

s. Their school work is such as to warrant promotion 

in most cases to a grade closely corresponding to mental age. 

6 • Superiority tends to show early in life, is little 



influenced by formal instruction, and is permanent. 

7. Superior children usually come from superior 

families (Terman, 1919). 
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Evidence from anthropometric measurements, health 

histories, and medical examinations also portray a slightly 

better physical specimen. Studies indicated that gifted 

children are larger and stronger than others in the same age 

or grade group. Socially, these children have a wholesome 

attitude and are generally emotionally stable. on character 

tests the gifted accelerate grade placement about 14 percent 

for age and their mastery of subject matter is approximately 

44 percent advanced (Ward, 1961). 

Earlier studies by Hollingsworth (1926) uphold the 

theory that the gifted child is •small for his grade. 

large for his age." He is larger, stronger, swifter, and has 

superior motor ability. Regarding character and temperament 

she reported the general trend of teachers' opinions: Children 

selected wholly by intelligence tests, without consideration 

of other factors, show desirable traits of character and tempera

ment, in superior degree. The fact that gifted children are 

almost never found in correctional institutions, that they are 

more disposed to fair play, sympathy, kindliness, and honesty 

adds credence to the teachers' opinions. Focus is centered on 

interest in play, interest in reading, and ambition for a 

career. Generally speaking, a child whose play is conspicu

ously different from that of others of his age diverges far 

from average intellectually. Gifted children especially like 
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dictionaries, encyclopedias, and atlases. The career fields 

chosen are usually literary, scientific, artistic, or pro

fessional. Hollingsworth emphasizes that these children are 

usually underestimated by their parents and by themselves 

(Hollingsworth, 1926). 

Bentley (1937) agrees with the gifted's general 

mental habits--high grade method of work with minimum direction 

and guidance, ability to generalize, and high degree of 

insight into problems. He includes also with these mental 

characteristics common sense, broad-mindedness, and self

criticism which make up their well-integrated personalities. 

The physical fitness of gifted children is above average and 

these children are relatively free from nervous disorder. 

Gifted children seldom cry or get angry when they cannot have 

their own way. These children respond well in matters of 

social discipline (an important factor in group adjustment). 

It has been noted that the gifted show more concern with 

moral and ethical behavior than do average children (Bentley, 

1937). 

The typical gifted child as posed by Terman and Oden 

is a product of superior parents--superior not only in cultural 

and educational background but apparently in heredity. Strang 

(1960) supports this. She wrote, "Gifted children are a 

combination of heredity and early childhood experiences ••• 

a combination of native ability and li f e experiences." The 

ordinary environment supplies the necessary experiences for 

early childhood. However, there is a minimum of experience 
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essential to intellectual growth. In this sense intelligence 

is learned. Extreme deprivation can prevent development of 

the gifted child's native ability. In later years, lack of 

suitable experiences in the early years will prevent a child 

from developing to his full potential of giftedness (Strang, 

1960). 

Barbe (1967) classifies the primary characteristics 

of the gifted under three distinct headings, (1) genetic, 

(2) adjustment, and (3) performance superiority. Regarding 

the genetic characteristics, Barbe's conclusions parallel 

with those of Terman, Oden, and Strang. He maintains that 

gifted children come most often from the kind of genetic 

background that would produce giftedness. In his adjustment 

division he theorizes three factors including personal and 

social adjustment and adjustment to organized learning. Gifted 

children's personal adjustment appears to be superior from 

the very beginning. These are children who learn to live with 

themselves early; and they avoid problem situations with which 

they are unable to cope. The social adjustment of the gifted 

is also advanced. There is a tendency for gifted children to 

be influenced by adults at an earlier age t han average children. 

They like and are liked by others. Finally, gifted children's 

adjustment to organized learning is superior. This third phase 

of the adjustment characteristic overlaps performance superi

ority. The gifted are able to perf orm at superior levels in 

competitive academic situations (Barbe, 1967). 

Barbe wrote, "The characteristic most readily 
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identifiable in gifted children is sensitivity" (Barbe, 1967). 

Whether the sensitivity is to one or more particular areas 

of learning, sensitivity to discovering or solving problems, 

or sensitivity to the feelings of one's fellow man, Barbe 

concludes that it is so much a part of giftedness that it 

can almost be said that the terms are synonymous (Barbe, 

1967). 

French (1959) summarized the characteristics of the 

gifted as follows: 

1. Superior physique as demonstrated by earlier 

walking and talking; above average height, weight, coordination, 

endurance, and general health 

2. Longer attention span 

3. Learns rapidly, easily, and with less repetition 

4. Learns to read sooner and continues to read at a 

consistently more advanced level 

s. More mature in the ability to express himself 

through the various communicative skills 

6. Reaches higher levels of attentiveness to his 

environment 

7. Asks more questions and really wants to know the 

causes and reasons for things 

a. Likes to study some subjects that are difficult 

because he enjoys the learning 

9. spends time beyond the ordinary assignments or 

schedule on things that are of i nterest to him 

10. Knows about many things about which other children 

are unaware 
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11. Is able to adapt learning to various situations 

somewhat unrelated in orientation 

12. Reasons out more problems since he recognizes 

relationships and comprehends meanings 

13. Analyzes quick mechanical problems, puzzles, 

and trick questions 

14. Shows a high degree of originality and often 

uses good but unusual methods or ideas 

15. Possesses one or more special talents 

16. Is more adept in analyzing his own abilities, 

limitations, and problems 

17. Is not easily discouraged by failures 

18. Has more emotional stability 

19. Can judge the ability of others 

20. Has diverse, spontaneous, and frequently self

directed interests 

According to French (1959), these characteristics may 

not apply equally to all gifted children, but he noted that 

we can expect gifted children as a group to have more 

positive characteristics than other children. In addition, 

the gifted children would have fewer negative characteristics. 

Also, the gifted children may be expected to acquire these 

characteristics both earlier and with more intensity (French, 

1959). 

In focusing on the characteristics which apply 

primarily to the verbally gifted, Witty (1951) emphasizes the 

following: better health, social adjustment, and physical 
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endowment; longer attention span; larger vocabulary; greater 

fluency of ideas; greater intellectual curiosity; more rapid 

and efficient learning; greater ability to generalize and 

form concepts; greater insight into problems; more curiosity 

and interest in intellectual tasks; earlier reading attain

ment; and, wider range of interest. For the highly creative, 

he adds, less concern with convention and authority; more 

independence in judgment and thinking; keener sense of humor; 

less concern with order and organization; and, a more 

temperamental natur.e (Witty, 1951) • 

The characteristics of gifted children have been 

appraised by many researchers and writers. Brandwein, Bishop, 

Martinson and Weiner, Gold, and Gallagher have listed Witty's 

characteristics of gifted children as acceptable research 

findings. 

From the research of the literature, Abraham's (1958) 

list of characteristics of the gifted is acknowledged as 

acceptable. It indicates practically all key aspects of 

giftedness and a community such as ours is in need of these 

delineations. While realizing that some of the character

istics on his list are the same as those which have already 

been included in this paper, however, in order to be inclusive, 

the list is as follows: 

1. Learns to walk and talk before the average child 

does, fitting words and phrases together meaningfully 

2. Is somewhat above average for his chronological 

age in height, weight, physique, and physical endurance, and 
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in specific measurements like breadth of shoulder and hips, 

strength of muscles, and development of lungs, with a tendency 

to mature early physically 

3. Can gain appreciation of parents by performing: 

poise and ability to put one right word after another may, 

rightly, or wrongly, be first factors which attach the tag 

of giftedness to a child 

4. Has interests that are diverse, spontaneous, and 

frequently self-directed, accompanied by an intellectual 

curiosity which is broad and intense 

S. Has an interest in time, in yesterday--today-

tomorrow, days of the week, then and now, calendars and clocks 

at an early age 

6. Often learns to read before entering school, and 

almost always has an early desire to read 

7. Possesses a reading skill higher than the average 

in both quality and quantity 

8. Collects things in an orderly manner, and fre

quently of a complicated or scientific nature--whether it is 

birds, stamps, chemicals, or pictures of current motion picture 

favorites 

9. Has hobbies which seem numerous and precocious in 

comparison with other children hi s age; may have as many as 

three to six different h?bbies in various directions 

10. Possesses an interest in games and amusements 

somewhat in advance of others his age; may have a tendency 

toward occasional solitary play and work, with younger gifted 
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children often developing imaginary playmates: likes games 

involving rules and systems 

11. Uses reasoning power that results in under

standing meanings and relationships which seem premature for 

his age, and has abilities toward abstract, critical, and 

creative thinking as demonstrated through his interpretations 

of current events, and of international and political develop

ments 

12. Shows a mature ability to express himself through 

the communication skills of creative writing and oral expres

sions through picturesque ways of getting an idea across 

13. Has reached the higher levels of listening with 

reactions to comments, genuine mental and emotional partici

pation, and real meeting of minds--and with a relative speed 

of response involved 

14. Learns easily, with fewer explanations and less 

repetition by the teacher: may be less accepting than others 

of meaningless drill or "busy work" assignments when he feels 

he could be using the time profitably to move along speedily 

and surely 

15. Is able to adapt learning to various situations 

somewhat unrelated in orientation 

16. Might have behavior patterns not always accept-

able, a factor which is thoroughly understandable in a 

society that is adjusted to the average: may be impatient and 

rebellious against the slower and perhaps more passive 

attitudes of those around him, including the adults in his 
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home and school; may prove to be a little "difficult" as 

all that is interesting frequently is--whether it is a wife, 

a horse, a machine, or a child! 

17. Is shown by character studies to be: more trust

worthy when under temptation to cheat; more honest, 

higher in emotional stability; and, more adaptable in social 

situations 

18. Shows his greater capacity through a higher 

achievement and mastery of school subjects, but his achievement 

might be much lower than expected just because he is bored 

sick at the slow pace and perhaps an uninspired teacher 

19. Likes school, shows a desire to learn without 

prodding, participates in and seems to have time for numerous 

extracurricular activities without their interfering with his 

academic achievement 

20. Frequently chooses the more difficult school 

subjects for the simple reason that he likes them 

21. Seems to be adept in analyzing his own abilities 

and limitations with an objective manner. An awareness or 

appreciation of himself may result in lack of popularity with 

less bright peers, and not recognizing t he cause of this 

antagonism, he may feel a need to withdraw into himself or 

adults 

22. Has a vocabulary beyond others of his age or 

grade, and in addition uses and understands the words in 

reading, writing, and speaking 

23. Asks questions because he really wants the 
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answers, and demonstrates that fact by the later use of 

information acquired through his verbal curiosity 

24. Shows a high degree of originality in his play, 

work, planning, and adjustments to situations; this may extend 

to washing dishes, setting the table, helping at a barbecue, 

and washing the car 

25. Has an attention span longer than you would expect 

26. Creates jokes and laughs at the humor of others 

on a level more mature than his age indicates, often on an 

abstract or imaginary basis 

27. Prefers the companionship of older children, even 

though they may reject him as a "little runt among us big kids• 

28. May show unusual skill in art or music, carry a 

tune well at an early age, have a persistent desire to learn 

music, possess an unusual sense of rhythm, display creativity 

in either art or music, or show a vibrant sense of color 

29. Possesses no indication that, because of 

intelligence precocity, he is in any way antisocial, or has 

a negative or undesirable personality; is less inclined, as 

part of the group of bright children, to have nervous dis

orders or to be poorly adjusted emotionally, or to boast 

despite his superiority 

30. May look much as other children do, and fre-

quently act as they do and therein lies a problem. It is so 

easy to overlook them! (Abraham, 1958) 

The face of America has changed rapidly, yet edu-

cators have been slow, even reluctant, to address themselves 
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to the problem of improving the program for the gifted and 

talented even though from the research findings a profile has 

emerged that this group is definitely distinctive in perfor

mance or potential. 

Over a decade ago educators, psychiatrists, and many 

other influential groups were working on the premise of change 

in the education program for the gifted. Referring to the 

need for change, Dr. Don Davis, Associate Commissioner for 

Educational Personnel Development, u.s. Office of Education, 

wrote: 

We have not determined our personnel needs: methods 
of retaining the talented people so vitally necessary to 
education: utilizing new and untapped manpower: improving 
educational skills and attitudes ••• For quite a few 
years now, leaders in education have insisted that our 
task is no longer to reshape students to fit the school, 
but to reshape the school to respond to the requirements 
of individuals (American Education, Feb., 1969). 

Convergent forces, changed attitudes, and increased 

participation of both state and federal governments in 

educational projects for the gifted have given an impetus for 

local education agencies to restructure t heir job of educating 

children and youth. Attention has been turned to the class

room, the gifted and talented students, and the teachers as 

a start to reshape the schools of America. 

About twenty years ago, Ward (1961) wrote: 

once the physical and mental characterist~cs an~ develop
mental tendencies of intellectually superior_ch7ldren . 
have been established, then, and only then, it is possible 
to plan intelligently for their education (Ward, 1961). 

There is ample evidence that administrators across 

the nation are re-examining the total school curriculum--
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giving high priority to programs for the gifted and talented. 

It is essential that boards of education and the entire 

community are aware of the programs for the gifted and talented 

and that they have a basic understanding of the need for 

superior programming for superior people in every school 

system throughout the United States. 

The Teacher of the Gifted 

The teacher exerts an important personal influence on 

gifted children. It might be said that the teacher holds 

the fate of the superior student in his hands. The ability 

to teach superior students effectively is a personal skill 

which some teachers have and some do not have. Recent 

research evidence indicates that teachers possess certain 

basic attitudes in which they either accept or reject the 

bright child because of superior intellect. Fliegler (19~1) 

stresses the importance of recognizing limitations of teachers' 

attitudes and the necessity to work to alter these reactions 

wherever possible, but also to acknowledge that some teachers 

will never overcome these feelings. 

Also, Fleigler noted that inspirational qualities of 

great teaching cannot be diffused in all areas. He wrote, 

"We cannot be all things to all children • an individual 

teaches best what he enjoys. Thus, a gifted child needs a 

teacher who understands him and can stimulate him to optimum 

achievement" (Fliegler, 1961) • 
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Witty (1951) believes that good health and stamina, 

knowledge of the content field, a broad background of infor

mation in related fields, a knowledge of the psychology of 

learning, far.1iliarity with varied teaching methods, patience, 

creativity, flexibility, and a supportive attitude are all 

desirable traits for teachers responsible for the education 

of gifted children. Clearly, the role of the teacher of the 

gifted and creative children differs in a very influential 

way from the role of other classroom teachers. 

DeHaan and Havighurst (1961) uphold the theory of 

Witty regarding teaching attitudes toward the education of 

the gifted. They divide the teacher characteristics needed 

for teaching the gifted into four groups: flexibility and 

creativity~ concern for individuality: maintenance of stan

dards: and, devotion. 

Because the intellectually gifted students have vast 

potential, the teacher's role as a professional worker is 

significant. Gold (1965) posits that the teacher is a primary 

role model for students in an interaction process that is 

basic to learning in addition to the obvious duty of direct 

instruction: that superior intelligence will function best in 

interaction with a stimulating teacher: and, that the teacher 

is inevitably a model. 

The foundation of an adequate program for gifted 

children includes a teacher who is capable of meeting their 

d b · 1 · t·es According to Fliegler, the needs, interests, an a iii • 

qualities needed in teachers of the gifted include: 
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1. A high degree of intellect and reasoning ability 

2. Should possess the techniques for effective teach

ing but also the content to round out his teaching equipment 

3. Should appreciate and understand the interdepen

dence of a liberal education and vocationalism 

4. Should express a positive attitude toward teach

ing the gifted 

5. Flexibility is salient 

6. A creative ability is necessary to guide and 

release creativity in others (Fliegler, 1961). 

Passow, Goldberg, Tannenbaum, Abraham and French 

(1955) convey that the ideal teacher of the talented is best 

"described as possessing all good qualities, from great 

erudition to great warmth and affection," They list the 

following characteristics as being important for working 

effectively with talented students: 

1. Above average intelligence in academic subjects 

2. Tolerance for new and different ideas 

3. Willingness to let students proceed on their own 

4. Ability to direct individual efforts toward 

maximum achievement 

5. Must be somewhat creative 

6. Must be sensitive to the creative efforts of 

others 

7. Must be able to stimulate the creative child to 

further ef for t 
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8. Must be able to accept nonconformity of attitude 

and behavior 

9. Must be able to inspire students to strive for 

higher levels of achievement and to develop unique abilities 

(Passow and others, 1955). 

In order to create better schools, Calvin Taylor 

affirms that we must learn to cultivate in students multiple 

talents in different classrooms across subject areas. In 

the multiple-talent approach the students develop their talents 

while they are simultaneously growing in knowledge. 

Taylor (1973) maintains that the unique and fascinating 

professional role for teachers is for them to become talent 

developers. The teachers of the gifted and talented will 

have to use a different approach in seeking and cultivating 

each new type of talent. 

Martinson (1968) has compiled a list of the needed 

qualities of personal behaviors and classroom management 

techniques for teachers of the gifted in the primary grades. 

They are as follows: 

1. The teacher should be aware of crucial importance 

of herself as a model to the child. 

2. The teacher should f oster a classroom atmosphere 

of freedom. 

J. The child should be permitted to follow his learn-

ing task at his own level and his own rate. 

4. The teacher is aware that many young gifted child-

ren are psychologically mature as well as intellectually mature. 
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S. The teacher accepts and understands the fact that 

growth of young children is often uneven. 

6. She should not be concerned that the gifted 

child is not taking part in all activities of the group. 

7. She should habitually ask herself "What is the 

value of this activity for this child?" to determine whether 

a particular activity is providing a bonafide learning 

opportunity for the pupil. 

8. The teacher should assume that interests expand 

through exposure to interesting ideas and materials. 

9. The teacher should assume responsibility for 

utilizing available human resources effectively, whether 

these are members of community organizations who are willing 

to aid small groups of children for a period of time, or 

older children with background and knowledge which would be 

valuable to the young gifted child. 

10. The teacher should assume t hat knowledge about 

gifted is fundamental to excellent perf ormance with them 

(Martinson, 1968). 

Nelson and Cleland (1971) contributed the following 

qualities of personal behaviors and i mp lications for the 

teacher of the gifted: 

1. The teacher must possess an understanding of self. 

2. The teacher must have an understanding of giftedness. 

3. The teacher should be a facilitator of learning 

rather than a director of learning. 

4. The teacher must provide challenge rather than 

Pressure. 



5. The teacher must be concerned with the process 

of learning as with the product. 

6. The teacher must provide feedback rather than 

judgment. 

7. The teacher must provide alternative learning 

strategies. 

8. The teacher must provide a classroom climate 

which promotes self esteem and offers safety for creative 

and cognitive risk-taking (Nelson and Cleland, 1971). 
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According to Davis (1954), "Raise the characteristics 

of a good teacher to the highest point and you will have a 

gifted teacher for gifted pupils." She is in complete 

agreement with Witty's list (discussed previously in this 

paper) but also believes that "it is necessary for the teacher 

of the gifted to be able to channel the specific qualities of 

the gifted into worthwhile learning." 

Sisk (1975) identified the desirable skills and compe

tencies for teachers of the gifted. They are as follows: 

1. Knowledge of nature and needs of gifted 

2. Skills in utilizing tests and test data 

3. Skills in utilizing group dynamics 

4. Skills in counseling and guidance 

s. Skills in developing lessons in creative thinking 

6. Skills in utilizing strategies such as simulation 

7. Skills in providing learning opportunities at all 

levels of cognition 

8. Skills in relating the cognitive and affective 

dimensions 
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9. Knowledge of new developments in education 

10. Knowledge of current research on the gifted 

11. Skill in demonstrating lessons for gifted 

12. Skill in conducting action research (Sisk, 1975) 

Strang (1960) purports that our most authentic infor

mation about qualifications for the teacher should come from 

the gifted children themselves. She identified some ideas 

from gifted students. These include: 

1. Sense of humor 

2. Encouragement of responsibility 

3. Knowledge of subject 

4. Fairness and firmness 

5. Understanding of children 

6. Enjoyment of teaching 

Several years ago a contest on "The Teacher Who 

Helped Me Most" was conducted by the well- known Quiz Kids radio 

program . Over four thousand letters were submitted from stu

dents in grades one through twelve. Witty (1951) analyzed the 

letters and listed the characteristics as drawn from the 

correspondence. His break-down showed the following traits: 

1. Cooperative, democratic attitude 

2. Kindliness and consideration for the individual 

3. Patience 

4. Wide interests 

5. Pleasing personal appearance and manner 

6. Fairness and impartiality 

7. Sense of humor 
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8. Good disposition and consistent behavior 

9. Interest in pupils' problems 

10. Flexibility 

11. Use of recognition and praise 

12. Unusual proficiency in teaching a particular 

subject (mentioned most frequently by high school students) 

(Witty, 1951) 

Gold (1965) made reference to another survey of gifted 

students in Cleveland's Major Work Program. ttt is generally 

credited with being the first organized plan for gifted 

children in United States Public Schools.) Results of the 

study were compiled by Davis in 1954. From this study the 

following most frequent traits were noted: 

1. Sense of humor 

2. Encouragement of responsibility 

3. Knowledge of subject 

4. Firmness and fairness 

5. Understanding of children 

6. Enjoyment of teaching (Gold, 1965) 

Gold also referred to a study to analyze selected 

characteristics of high school teachers who were identified 

as successful by intellectually gifted high school students. 

This studv conducted by Bishop in 1968, showed that success-- , 

ful teachers were mature, experienced, and intellectually 

superior. Bishop found further that the successful teachers 

were most interested in literature, the arts, and culture: 

had high personal achievement needs: and were seeking their 
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They tended to be 

more student-centered, to be stimulating in the classroom and 

to act responsibly (Gold, 196S). 

In support of the standards set forth by the Council 

for Exceptional Children, teachers of the gifted are cormnitted 

to the idea of differentiated education founded on an under

standing of the meaning of exceptionality and a study of the 

characteristics of gifted children. 

Teachers of the gifted should ha'V'e special attributes. 

One principal s=uned up these needs by stating: 

Teachers of intellectual pupils should be kno-ledgea..ble 
themsel'V'es and ha'V'e superior skill in at least one field. 
They should be creati'V'e in thought, in teaching and class
room organization. Certainly they should be -ell organized 
to a.d'V'ance the aspects of giftedness. It is necessary for 
the teachers to instill a lo'V'e of learning, to be fle.xible 
in planning lessons and experiences and to be resou_rceful 
in searching for special materials (Do-dell, 197S). 

As Strang (1960) points out: 

'V'a.c-uurn. 
interested 

T he child 

Giftedness does not de'V'elop in a 
the child•s en'V'ironrnent must be 
or other kinds of a.chie'V'ernents. 
opporturt.ity and encouz-agement, inst..r-uction 

T he people in 
in in.tellectua.l 
IclUSt ha'V'e 
an.a g-uida.n.ce-

The gifted students m ust be inspired to m ake the most 

of themsel'V'es so they can make a 'Valuable contribution to 

society. 

The gifted students are entitled to the b est possible 

education appropriate for them. 

must prepare teachers for them. 

Teacher education. institutions 

Yet, in a su:rv-ey of t-~e 

college catalogs in this a.~ea. there a.re fe- teacher tra.i~ing 

pro=isions for gifted education- Austin Peay State U ni'V'er-

sity offers one course entitled "The Gifted." It ~s offered 
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on the graduate and undergraduate level. Peabody College 

offers a seminar entitled "The Psychology and Education of 

Gifted Children." It is an undergraduate course but its 

description impressed the writer as being one that would be 

most helpful. Western Kentucky University and Murray State 

have many courses in Special Education but very few courses 

devoted solely to the gifted. According to the course 

descriptions these colleges do provide occasional units of 

work on gifted students within the framework of several edu

cation courses. 

At this point, two questions come to mind: What 

should a program look like? Hhat experiences should those 

aspiring to be teachers of the gifted have? Snider (1960) 

suggests that a five-year program of pre-service preparations 

could be adapted to preparing teachers of the gifted by adding: 

(1) additional depth in basic or specialized subjects, (2) a 

sequence of appropriate course work related to teaching the 

gifted, and (3) extensive opportunities for observation, actual 

student teaching or internship experience with the gifted. 

Fliegler (1961) suggested a general format including 

a well grounded experience in the general education sequence 

and related courses in psychology and child development. 

Specific courses for specialization include: Psychology and 

Education of Gifted children, Curriculum and Instruction of 

Gifted Children, Practicum in the Education of Gifted Child

ren, special courses in science, mathematics, foreign languages, 

So · 1 · d language arts--to insure more content cia studies, an 
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information; and Research Problems in the Education of the 

Gifted. He advocates that this specialized curriculum in 

gifted education should be at the graduate level 

In reference to Fliegler's proposed training courses 

for teachers of the gifted, Hildreth (1966) posits that most 

people engaged in school administration would agree with him 

in his recommendation that preparation for teaching the 

gifted should begin at the graduate level. This would ensure 

a tryout in the general field of education and a background 

of liberal education before the prospective teacher of the 

gifted undergoes specialized training. 

The problems of credentials pose difficulties when 

the complexity and diversity of teaching the gifted and talent

ed at all grade levels is considered. For sure, it is quite 

evident that special training i s necessary f or understanding 

the needs of the gifted. 

Historical Development of 
Programs for the Gifted 

Public faultfinding has been severe in the area of 

equal educational opportunity. The critics, an influential 

segment of the American public, constantly express the need 

for identifying more of our talented students, for encouraging 

them to obtain the education that would enable them to con-

h · gi· fts and talents so t hat they can serve and develop t eir 

use them at the highest achievable levels. 

·1 hy that pervaded American Up to 1950 the phi osop 

society and education discouraged the development of programs 
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for the gifted; unlike the education of the handicapped 

which was being encouraged and many states · · were providing 

financial support in the public schools as early as 1930. 

Yet, as late as 1953, Pennsylvania was the only state which 

had developed any kind of program devoted to improving the 

lot of the intellectually able. In 1954, the u.s. Office of 

Education reported that no state department of education 

employed a specialist or staff member who devoted his major 

efforts to the education of the gifted (Mackie and Dunn, 

1958) • 

The U.S. Office of Education reported in 1954 that 

the high school enrollment in special classes for the mentally 

gifted had increased significantly while the enrollment at 

the elementary school level decreased (French, 1959). 

In spite of the significant number and the valuable 

resources, it was 1957 before the f ederal government made a 

commitment to gifted education. This was triggered by Sputnik 

being launched by Russia. From this event the National Defense 

Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 was created to help the schools 

improve in mathematics and science f or the intellectually 

superior students (Gold, 1965). 

Education was in great turmoil i n t he 1960's but 

a few classes for the academically able students existed. 

The events that marked that ten years in history may be 

partly blamed. The decade of tumult, strife and change--some 

for the better and some for the worse--began with the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Also, Americans 
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witnessed the resignation of Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, 

felt the effects of riots on campuses and in cities, and 

engaged in the longest war in the history of the country. 

Harold C. Lyon, Jr. (1981) wrote, "American educational prior

ities shifted from the most able students to the least fortu

nate, and interest in educating the gifted waned." Lyon 

also reported that promising gifted education programs vanished 

and the nu~er of articles in educational journals dropped 

sharply. He commented that it was also in the 1960's that 

the youth movements served early warnings of what was yet to 

come against education. Education, historically a key element 

in the American dream of continuing progress, came under attack. 

Educators themselves began to seriously question the aims 

and purposes of the whole educational process in an age of 

"irrelevant" history and "stifling" logic. In colleges and 

high schools, even elementary schools, students demanded to 

be heard on academic and disciplinary matters. Educators 

saw conformity replaced to a degree by assertiveness (Lyon, 

1981). No doubt the events of the 60's prompted many states 

to give thoughtful attention to the identification, curriculum 

and teaching procedures of the gifted. 

In 1969, the U.S. Congress renewed its interest in 

the talented and gifted by initiating a gifted education study--

the Maryland Report. This study revealed: 

1. Fewer than 4 percent of the 2.5 million gifted and 

talented students are receiving adequate training. 
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education. 

3. 
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Only ten states had full-time directors of gifted 

Only ten universities had graduate level programs 

specializing in gifted education. 

4. Fifty-seven percent of school administrators were 

unaware of any special needs of the gifted and talented 

students. 

5. A high percentage of dropouts were actually 

gifted children (Lyon, 1981). 

The federal government is committed to gifted edu

cation but its primary objective is to strengthen the state 

education agencies. In line with the Maryland Report recom

mendation, the Office for the Gifted and Talented within the 

U.S. Office of Education was established in 1972 to help 

states strengthen local gifted education (Lyon, 1981). 

During the past decade, many dramatic changes have 

taken place in the field of the education of gifted children 

and youth in America. Never before has there been so much 

emphasis on developing their talents and encouraging their 

thinking. Because these gifted and t alented students will 

become our leaders in the f uture, educators must build on 

the good of the past, adapt to the present, and prepare for 

the future. 

Today, ten years after t he 1aryland Report, a recent 

Office for Civil Rights survey indicates that 35 percent of 

the gifted are being served, forty states have full-time 

directors of gifted education, twenty-six colle~es are offering 
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graduate level gifted education programs, seventeen states 

have laws mandating appropriate education for the gifted, 

and thirty-three states have established guidelines for 

gifted programs (Lyons, 1981). 

Concern with the education of the gifted has resulted 

in · many research studies and projects. To report them all 

comprehensively, or even briefly, would be a task beyond the 

scope of this paper. However, this paper will briefly 

examine selected projects and studies which have influenced 

state and/or local educators in developing appropriate pro

grams for the gifted. 

One of these projects is the Southern Regional Project 

for the Education of the Gifted. It was conducted in 1961-67 

and is one of several programs which sprang from the broad 

interest of the Southern Regional Education Board in edu

cation for exceptional children, including the handicapped 

and gifted. It was a two-year project, financed by a grant 

from the Carnegie corporation of ew York and supplemented by 

the nine participating southern states. Also the University 

of Virginia, which was selected by the state representatives 

to conduct the projec~ contributed generously in personnel 

and support. The central objective of the SRPEG was to assure 

that each cooperating state would have at least one person 

in a position of strategic educational responsibility who had 

studied intensively the problems of t he gifted, and had 

observed functioning school programs of this sort. Although 

Kentucky did not initially participate in the project, 
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Mr. Donald Bales of the State Depa tm f · r ent o Education was 

selected as a consultant for the proJ'ect. The participants 

(representing the states of Mississippi, Georgia, Texas, 

Tennessee, West Virginia, South caroli'na Lo · · v· · · , u.1s.1ana, .1rg.1n.1a 

and Florida) were convinced that special education for the 

gifted is socially mandatory, psychologically sound and 

educationally feasible. Furthermore, they had discovered 

ample evidence that America was wasting the country's greatest 

natural resource--human intelligence. The participants 

believed that the American public schools must meet this 

challenge by recognizing the need for differentiated edu

cational provisions for the gifted (Burris and others, 1962). 

The Governor's School Teacher Training Institute 

began in 1970 for the purpose of sharing with orth Carolina 

public school teachers innovative and creative teaching 

techniques and research in education for gi fted students. 

Funds have been contributed by the Smith Reynolds Foundation 

and the North Carolina State Department of Publ i c Instruction. 

The participants, twenty or more, are se l ected for t he annual 

six-week session and the Institute is staffed with consultants 

who are experts in the field of gifted education. The partici

pants assist in workshops that are conducted by the staff of 

the Gifted and Talented Section of the State Department of 

Education. Also, they are responsi ble f or t he publication, 

Educating for the Future, a handbook of developed ideas to 

share with the educators of North Carolina. However, it is 

d ·t · very helP_ful in available to any school system an 1 15 
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providing local school syst · ems with teacher-prepared materials 

and ideas for stimulating teachers to do their best in working 

with gifted and talented students. It is designed as a guide-

line and starting point for schools which are initiating new 

or different programs for the gifted. The handbook has been 

reprinted with permission by Kentucky Department of Edu

cation, Division of Programs for the Gifted/Talented, and is 

available free to all the school systems of the state (Broome, 

1973). 

North Carolina's State Department of Public Instruc

tion did a basic research study in 1972 to rectify a problem. 

Up to then, the criteria and instruments being used screened 

out most of the able minority students, depriving them of 

attending the Governor's School of North Carolina, the oldest 

summer residential honors program in the United States. The 

proposal was written for the study which sought to improve 

the identification procedures in the state and examine the 

characteristics of biographical data as a basis for reducing 

racial and other biases in the selection of gifted students 

for specialized training . The study, funded by the Z. Smith 

Reynolds Foundation, resulted in providing not only .orth 

Carolina but all school systems with an instrument to help 

identify gifted and talented students (Institute for Behavioral 

Research in Creativity, 1972). 



Chapter 4 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE GIFTED/TALENTED 
IN KENTUCKY 

Gallagher (1975) stressed that a local education 

agency cannot wisely start with student identification--it 

must always begin with an assessment of LEA strengths and 

weaknesses which can facilitate or lir:tit program implementation. 

This point of view was reinforced by Renzulli (1976), when he 

said his golden rule was, "Decide on what type of program 

you will have; then design the identification system to fit 

the program." 

The gifted are defined according to the "Guidelines 

for Kentucky Programs for the Gifted/Talented" and approved 

by the State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education in 

April, 1978, as: 

Gifted/talented children and youth are those who by 
virtue of outstanding abilities are capable of high per
formance and who have been identified by professionally 
qualified persons. These are pupils who require differ
entiated educational programs and/or services beyond 
those normally provided by the regular school program 
in order to realize their contribution to self and society. 

These pupils may have demonstrated achievement and/or 
potential ability in academic areas or in visual and per
forming areas. Gifted/talented children and youth in 
these areas would profit from opportunities beyond those 
normally provided in the classroom (Guidelines, 1978). 

To reiterate, gifted and talented students possess 

outstanding academic abilities and creative talents including 
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potential for artistic accomplishment. To meet the varied 
educational requirements of these t d s u ents, they must first 

be identified on the basis of h · t e1.r educational potential in 

a particular area of study. 

According to the "Guidel1.'nes" (1978) and the "Criteria 

for Receiving Gifted Education Grant Units in Local Edu-

cational Agencies" (1978) the basis which must be used by the 

LEA in identifying and selecting students is presented in 

the ensuing summary. 

Identification is the process of assessing the abilities 

and talents of students for the ?Urpose of providing infor

mation needed to establish a program. 

In Kentucky, identification and selection of students 

as gifted or talented must be decided through the use of 

multiple criteria. The screening processes include tests 

and measurements, standardized or observable; demonstrated 

or potential abilities as determined by qualified individuals, 

or by other valid means such as: peer nomination, self

nomination, teacher nomination, parent or citizen nomination. 

Each local educational agency has the responsibility 

for developing its own identification criteria. However, no 

single test, test score, other measurement or nomination should 

be the determining f actor. Interpretation of the data gathered 

is of utmost importance. 

· there are a variety of ~ro-In the academic areas ~ 

cedures that can be used in identifying talented and gifted 

students but all procedures reflect that 

include the following: 

inimum essentials 
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1. Group intelligence tests. The I.Q. seemed to 

be the most generally accepted single criterion for identi

fying the gifted. Those with an I.Q. of 125 or better are 

likely candidates. 

2. Teacher observations. Referrals by the teacher 

are valuable. Alert teachers have a wealth of knowledge and 

valuable insights about a student. 

3. School records. Much emphasis is given to this 

means of identification as students with demonstrated achieve

ment may be gifted. However, this factor must always be 

studied as grades may reflect habits of poor performance and 

disinterest rather than innate ability. 

4. Achievement test scores. Standard norms are used 

in most achievement tests. 

In the visual and performing arts areas, nominations 

and auditions serve as the basis of selection. Ability and/or 

potential may be determined through an outstanding performance, 

evaluation or art work or other visual arts productions. 

Talent may be judged by specialized teachers, professionals 

in the field and/or others who are qualified to evaluate the 

student's demonstration, or his potential talent in a given 

area. 

The selection of students for the performing arts 

program takes into account the observable characteristics of 

the student's performance on tests and measurements, social 

maturity and adjustment and other appraisals that may help 

determine the ability of the student and whether he should 
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be placed in a program after he has been identified. 

Every effort should be made to include in gifted pro

grams all qualified students including ones who might be 

overlooked because of a handicap with the English language, 

race, sex, dialect and other background or inherited charac

teristics. 

The publication, "An Identification Modei" prepared 

jointly by the Kentucky, North Carolina and Louisiana Depart

ments of Education in 1976 is a very valuable document in 

identifying gifted and talented children from diverse back

grounds. Included are sample forms to assist local educational 

agencies in the development of an identification model. 

The model allows much flexibility for individual 

differences and preferences in the local school systems which 

will be utilizing it to identify gi f ted and talented students. 

In fact, usefulness to the local education agencies was the 

main objective of this published model and it should be used 

throughout Kentucky to place students i nto appropriate gifted 

programs. 

Financial Aid for Gi f ted Education 

constitutionally, the federal government concerns 

itself with state education programs including making money 

available to assist states in need of financial help to 

educate its citizens. 

(PL 95-561), enacted in 1978, states Under legislation 

may obtain funds for gifted education. It is the State-
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Administered Grant Program and the gu1.'d 1· t · 1 h e 1.nes s 1.pu ate tat 

at leaS t 90 percent of the grant money received by a state 

must be used in local schools. The funds available would 

be available only if the state would invest twenty dollars 

for every federal dollar invested. Then the state must see 

that eighty local dollars per federal dollar were invested 

(Lyon, 1981) (See Appendix H, "OGT Works for the Gifted"). 

There are other funds for gifted education available 

from a variety of other sources from the federal government 

but the responsibility for obtaining federal funds and for 

administering the use of them at the local level is a state 

responsibility. 

Throughout the state educators (leaders) were becoming 

increasingly aware of the urgency of furthering the gifted 

education program. They became concerned in not only what 

happens to the gifted but what happens to all children because 

they know standards which are good for the gifted can be 

destructive for an average student. They were led to do some 

serious thinking about the importance of academic achievement 

and abilities of the gifted and talented. 

The Kentucky Department of Education has long recog

nized that the educational programs offered must be in tune 

with the changing needs of society, and that attempts must 

be made to get financial help to meet the needs of the various 

ability levels represented in each individual school in the 

state. Furthermore, the leaders in the Department of Edu

cation have become increasingly aware that the gifted program 
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is of great importance to many of Kentucky's citizens and 

that it is indeed a major responsibility of the state. So, 

in its efforts to improve the gifted education program and to 

reach the goal of offering to all Kentucky students the best 

possible education, an appeal was made to the state law

makers for financial aid to operate gifted education programs 

in the public schools. 

According to the "Criteria for Receiving Gifted 

Education Grant Units" by the action of the 1980 Kentucky 

General Assembly, funds to operate gifted education programs 

became available for allocation to local educational agencies. 

Legislation governing the program (H.B. 552) states that "the 

funding level set in the biennial budget and that such funds 

may finance classroom units or experimental programs" ("Criteria 

• ," 197 8) • 

Local educational agencies may apply for funds during 

the 1980-82 biennium on a grant unit basis. The grant unit 

for the first year was $18,000 but for the 1981-82 school 

year it will be $19,500. The grant money may be used to pay 

a teacher's salary and to buy instructional aterials (See 

Appendix J) • 

Before requesting a gifted education grant, a local 

must determine and validate its readiness to education agency 

operate a gifted education program. one facet of readiness is 

needs assessment information. Another facet of readiness is 

on the part of all staff the general awareness and acceptance 

members and the community. 
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In order for a local educational agency to receive 

one, or more, gifted education grant units it must provide 

the State Department of Educat· · 
ion with general information 

on its readiness to operate 
a program and specific information 

on the following criteria. The criteria carry certain point 

values (total of 100) which will be used by the State Depart

ment in evaluating the application. The criteria for the plan 

and identification of pupils are: 

1. Local gifted education plan. The local board of 

education must approve the plan. A copy of the local plan 

with the board's approval must accompany the application. This 

criteria carries a point value of ten. 

2. Identification of pupils carries a point value of 

twenty. The number of pupils selected may not exceed 5 percent 

of the local educational agency's enrollment for the previous 

year. Pupils may be identified for participation in gifted 

education programs in one or more ability areas, singly or 

in combination. The identification criteria are: 

A. Intellectual or Academic Areas. Pupils admitted 
to this type of program will meet at least three 
of the following criteria to include criteria 11 
and/or #2. 

1. 

2. 

A standardized mental ability test score at 
least two stanines above the mean fo: the 
school district, but not below the sixth 
stanine must be attained (if _a ~r~up, test 
· · dged inappropriate, an lndividual mental is JU · , d) ability test must be administere • 

Achievement test scores at least.two gra~e 
1 vels above that of the pupil, i~ the e7ghth 
o~ ninth stanine, or at a percent7le rating of 

. t f;ve or above must be attained. nine y- ... 
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4. · 

s. 

6. 
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Scores on tests of creative thinking indicating 
high ability must be attained. 

Behavioral checklists with high scores must 
be received. 

Referrals on program recommendation forms by 
tea~hers! peers, parents and/or others indi
cating giftedness must be received. 

Other means, contingent upon prior approval 
of the State Department of Education, may be 
utilized. 

B. Vi~ual and Performing Arts. Pupils admitted to 
this type of program will meet criteria #1 and 
at least two other criteria. 

c. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

The demonstration or performance of skill 
before a panel consisting of both teachers and 
professionals in the area who rank the pupil 
as gifted or potentially gifted. 

Scores indicating advanced levels of ability 
on appropriate tests in the arts must be 
attained. 

Referrals on program recommendation forms by 
teachers, peers, parents and/or others indicat-
ing giftedness must be received. 

Behavioral checklists with hi gh scores must 
be received. 

Other means, contingent upon prior approval of 
the State Department of Education, may be 
utilized. 

Leadership Development. Pup~ls ~dmitted to this 
type of program will meet criteria 1 and at least 
two other criteria. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The identification of leadership ability ~r 
t tial based on quantif i able data compiled 

~~ ;~ogram recommendation f orms by teache~s,d 
t s and/or others must be receive• peers, paren 

. . of the number of leadership 
The validation the pupil has been elected 
positions to which must be received 
by her/his peer group 

. tal ability test score at 
A standardized_men b ve the mean for the school 
least two stanines a o 
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district, but not below the sixth stanine must 
be attained. 

4. Achievement test scores at least two grade 
leve~s above that of the pupil, in the eight 
or ninth stanine, or at a percentile rating of 
95 or above must be attained. 

S. S~ores ~n . tests of creative thinking indicating 
high ability must be attained. 

6. Behavioral checklists with high scores must 
be received. 

7. Other means, contingent upon prior approval of 
the State Department of Education, may be 
utilized. 

In order to validate the request for one, or more, gifted 
education grant units, the local educational agency must 
submit with its application a list of t hose pupils identi
fied for the program and their attainments in each of t he 
criteria. (Note: In t hose cr i teria calling f or a 
standardized mental ability test score, state t he mean for 
the school district as a pref ace to t he list of pupils. 
Also be sure to have prior approval f or any means of 
identification used other t han t hose l i sted. ) The l ists 
can be compiled in the following f ormat: 

(Example) 

Narrative: (a statement containing the identificati~n 
criteria used and a ttainment leve l s required) 

AREA: 

(MEAN MENTAL ABILITY) 

NAME 

1. 
2. 
3. 
etc. 

GRADE 
LEVEL 

('tri teria . . 

MENTAL 
ABILITY 

TEST 
SCORE 

.," 1978) 

ACHI EVEME T 
TEST SCORE 

BEHAVIORAL 
CHECKLIST 

SCORE 

TEACHER 
RECOMME -

DATI ONS 
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Up to this point, Todd County Schools have made no 

request for funds to operate a gifted program. However, 

Larry Tribble (1980), former principal at Guthrie Elementary 

school, was appointed Superintendent of Schools in 1980 and 

he says, "I am concerned with equal education and I am aware 

that gifted and talented students have been neglected. 

I will give my support in helping to develop a gifted and 

talented program." In the writer's opinion his positive 

attitude was the first step toward initiating a program that 

would improve the educational opportunities for gifted stu

dents in Todd County, Kentucky. 



Chapters 

PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 

In seeking approval to do this project, the writer 

appeared before the Board of Education and delivered a pre

pared presentation regarding the need for the study (see 

Appendix C) • In defense of a program for the gifted, statis

tics were prepared regarding differentiated programs for the 

handicapped and the gifted in Todd County (see Appendix I). 

The procedure began with an examination of the Edu

cation Indexes. Examined were the issues dating from the 

present back through the 1950's. Issues of Research in Edu

cation were used to locate microform materials. Although 

microform materials were not consulted, paper copy of certain 

microfiche was obtained through interlibrary loan. 

A list of references was made from the indexes. This 

was very helpful as it was learned what terms to use in other 

sources, such as the card catalog, in searching for books 

and other materials on the subject. 

In searching for this study it was found that the 

three most useful terms were: ( l) gifted, giftedness, and/or 

gifted education: (2) identification; and (3) talented. 

Talented is the least used of the three. 

Many bibliographies were consulted. These were very 

d1'd not reflect many of the helpful as the card catalogs 
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references. (Although the volume ref d erre to was located in 

a given library, it was not cataloged under the specific 

subject.) 

Librarians at the high school level, college and 

Learning Resource Center Directors were consulted. With 

their help, many books and periodicals were examined that 

otherwise would have been overlooked. 

This study is based on, first of ali the standard 

ingredients of educational research: review and analysis 

of the related literature, published and unpublished, as 

well as interviews and consultations with key people involved 

( see Append ix Q) • 

This study utilized a needs assessment questionnaire 

survey and student tests. Also, data were gathered of referrals 

on program recommendation forms by teac»ers and others indi

cating giftedness. Additional data were obtained through a 

survey of the literature on gifted education. 

In collecting data on the components of a gifted 

education program for Todd County Schools, the surveys 

included all those having direct interest or those who are 

decision makers in the gifted education program of Todd 

County. Groups included are all students in K-12, all teachers, 

all administrators and support staff. 

Folders were prepared for _each of the 124 educators in 

Todd County. Each folder contained: (1) Directions for 

Needs Assessment questionnaire 
Recommending Students: (2) 

needs of gifted students and what 
designed to assess current 
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has been done for these students (see Appendix M); and (3) 

scales for recommending students, g1.'fted · intellectually--

Form A; and students with different1.'ated talents--Form B (see 

Appendixes O and P). 

Questionnaires were devised by the investigator

writer or adapted from other selected forms. Standardized 

tests were used. 

An extensive needs assessment questionnaire was 

developed to collect data from teachers. It was sent to 

all school principals in Todd County. The principal, in 

turn, distributed one to each of his teachers. A deadline 

was given for all of them to be returned to the principal. 

The principal collected them and returned them to the writer. 

The principal of each school participated, as well as auxil

iary teachers, such as music, art, physical education, and 

counselors. 

This survey was conducted to determine if Todd County 

needed a program for gifted students. It was a needs assess

ment inventory and respondents needed no additional infor

mation in answering the questions as it was self-explanatory. 

An addendum was added for the secondary schools to 

collect data from the high school teachers. It was conducted 

to determine if there were any activities being done specifi-

cally to challenge the gifted students. 

Materials used 

. . f the study the Kentucky State 
From the beginning 0 

k Education Association, 
Department of Education, Kentuc Y 
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National Education Association, and Todd county Superintendent 

(who represents the Board of Education) and State School 

supervisor were consulted. 

The most important materials used were three publi

cations of Kentucky Department of Education. The study could 

not have been made without them. They are: (1) "Guidelines: 

Kentucky Programs for the Gifted/Talented;" (2) "Criteria 

for Receiving Gifted Education Grant Units in Local Edu

cation Agencies;" and (3) "Gifted and Talented: An Identi

fication Model." 



Chapter 6 

SUMMA.RY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

educational program for gifted students in Todd County to 

ascertain if improvements needed to be made. 

tives were: 

Specific objec-

1. To determine if there were students currently 

enrolled in Todd County Schools who possess general intel

lectual ability consistently superior to other peers who 

would profit from opportunities beyond those presently 

provided by the local educational agency. 

2. To determine if there were students currently 

enrolled in Todd County schools who possessed specific 

academic aptitude, consistently superior in one or more aca

demic areas to other peers to the extent that they needed and 

could profit from advanced content studies beyond those 

presently provided by the local educational agency. 

3. To ceterrnine if there were students currently 

enrolled in Todd County Schools who have demonstrated excep

tional ability in the area of creative thinking and who 

could profit from opportunities beyond those presently provided 

by the local educational agency. 

4. To determine if there were students currently 

enrolled in Todd county schools who possess ability in visual 

65 
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and performing arts and who have d emonstrated or indicated 

potential for outstanding production or creativity, such as 

art, dance, drama or speech who could profit from oppor-

tunities beyond those presently • provided by the local edu-

cational agency. 

s. To determine ;f • a clear conceptualization of 

giftedness and the need for 'f a gi ted education program has 

emerged from the teachers and administrators of the Todd 

county Schools. 

Results of Questionnaires 

A needs assessment questionnaire was sent to a total 

of 106 respondents, including teachers, principals, auxilliary 

and supervisory staff. Types of schools included were 

elementary and junior high (K-8), and senior high (9-12). 

Schools included were Clifty, Sharon Grove, Allegrer Elkton, 

Guthrie, Trenton and Todd County Central High. The survey 

was taken during November, 1980. Response was voluntary. A 

total of ninety-nine, representing 93 percen~ responded. In 

the separate part for high school twenty-nine out of thirty

two responded for 91 percent response. In the part designed 

especially for elementary seventy out of seventy-four responded 

which represents 94 percent. 

on this questionnaire which was to find _out if Todd 

County needs a program for gifted students, a respondent was 

h " • fifteen points for each 
allowed twenty points for eac yes, 

"usually," five points for each "sometimes,• and zero points 

for each "no. The criteria carried 405 point values. 



A respondent scored between 270 and 405 indicated 

Todd County had a good to superior program for the gifted: a 

score between 135 and 269 indicated that sometimes there is 

a differentiated Program for the gifted: a score below 135 

indicates an inadequate job of education for the gifted. 
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The results of this survey indicated sixty-eight 

respondents or 69 percent believe Todd County does very little 

for the gifted while 31 percent considered that some of the 

needs of the gifted and talented are considered in the class

room. Of the ninety-nine out of 106 respondents, no one 

indicated that Todd County did not need a program for gifted 

students . Using the same method of scoring, 76 percent of 

the high school respondents indicated a need for a gifted edu

cation program while 24 percent indicated that at different 

times opportunities have been provided in the classroom for 

talented and gifted students to develop according to their 

intelligence level but indicated it as sporadic rather t han 

planned . 

Table l 

S f Needs Assessment: "Does Todd County ummary o . d t ?• 
Need a Program of Gifted Stu ens. 

Number of Score 
Response Respondents 270-4 05 135-269 Below 135 

74 0 24 46 Elementary 70 out of 
(0%) (34%) ( 66 % ) (Grades K- 8) (94%) 

32 0 7 22 High School 29 out of 
(24%) (76%) (Grades 9-12) (91%) (0%) 

0 31 68 County 99 out of 106 
(0%) (31%) (69%) (93%) 
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A teacher Checklist for Recommending Gifted and 

Talented Students,
1 

kindergarten through grade 12, to deter

mine characteristics possessed by students was used in two 

forms--Form A and Form B. Results of the checklist from 106 

respondents were as follows: 

Form A: Total number of students recommended 

(intelligence) was 116 which represents 5 percent of the 

county's total enrollment of 2,259. 

Grade Level 

Kindergarten 

First Grade 

Grades 2-6 

Grades 7-12 

Total K-12 

Table 2 

Summary of Form A 

Number 

3 

3 

53 

57 

116 

Percent of 
School Population* 

Less than 0.5% 

Less than 0.5 % 

2.3% 

2.5% 

5.0% 

are based upon a school population of 2,259 *These figures 
for 198 0-81. 

Form B: f Students recommended Total number 0 

148 representing 6.5 percent of the county's (talented) was , 

total enrollment. 

. ls prepared for Dade d from materia . f lTaken and adapte Miley coordinator or · s hools; James ' County, Florida, Public c 
the Gifted. 



Area of Talent 

Artistic 

Musical 

Journalism 

Table 3 

Summary of Form B 

Number 

No Specific Talent Listed 

Wood Working 

20 

95 

1 

6 

1 

1 

5 

1 

2 

1 

6 

7 

1 

Gymnastics 

Drama 

Sense of Humor 

Written Expression 

Oral Expression 

Math 

Comprehension 

Running 

TOTAL 148 

Summary of Findings 

69 

Percent of Total 
Number Recommended 

14 

65 

0.6 

4 

0.6 

0.6 

3 

0.6 

1 

0.6 

4 

5 

0.6 

99.6 

With the data gathered teachers indicated the follow

ing results: 

1. There are students in Todd County Schools who 

are mentally superior to other students and who are not being 

Provided appropriate education at the present time. There

fore, the program needs to be improved for these students. 
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2. There are students enrolled in Todd County 

Schools who possess specific academic aptitude in one or 

more academic areas and are gifted compared to their peers, 

yet, the educational program does not t th , a e present time, 

meet their needs. The program needs to be improved for these 

students. 

3. There are students in Todd County whose skills 

in critical and creative thinking needs to be developed be

yond the opportunities being presently provided them in the 

regular classroom. Therefore, the program for this form of 

giftedness needs to be improved. 

4. There are students enrolled in Todd County who 

possess ability in visual and performing arts and who could 

profit from opportunities beyond those presently provided 

them. There is a definite need for improvements in the 

visual arts program for the gifted. 

Questionnaires were sent to a total of 106 respon

dents, including teachers and administrators. Types of 

schools included elementary, junior high and high school--which 

included all the Todd County schools. 

The needs assessment questionnaire revealed the 

following informal findings: 

1. Specially trained teachers are needed because 

gifted children require interstimulation from adult fertile 

minds. 

2. 

learning. 

Extensive resources are needed for independent 



3. Small groups and opportunities for person-to-

person interchange and stimulation from intellectual peers 

is necessary. 

4. Gifted education program b must e well-planned 

with carefully evaluated procedures. 
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5. For too long there has been an over-emphasis on 

the so-called peripheral subjects. Art, music and physical 

education have been given attention while the academics have 

been by-passed. Both deserve to be considered. 

6. The gifted students are entitled to their share 

of a teacher's time and to appropriate adaptations to their 

individual strengths and interests. 

7. Financial provisions for the handicapped child 

have been obtained more easily than for the gifted child. 

8. The gifted child needs a special program which 

demands different activities, content and application which 

are in keeping with his capacities. 

9. The size of the school system should not be a 

deterrent. 

10. Immediate need is specially trained personnel to 

administer a beginning program. 

11. · of g1.· fted students have glided through This group 

the regular classes at the individual schools with little 

Of thel.. r time waiting for the rest of effort and spent much 

The •waiting" takes on a the class to catch up with them. 

t . where the student number of attitudes, from a situa ion 

a completely socially unacceptable accepts things as they are to 

~ h . by boredom and nothing to do. ~e avior triggered _ 
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In the needs ass essment questionnaire all elementary 

teachers (K-8), were asked to d · escribe any activities they 

were doing for the gifted and talented. Of the seventy 

respondents, twenty-six noted activities provided for the 

gifted and talented. They are listed, without revision, as 

follows: 

1. Individualized instruction, enrichment activities, 

art projects. 

2. I am sorry that I haven't done anything for them 

recently. One year the opportunity was given for creative 

writing after studying pictures that taught values. 

3. Teaching study skills, independent research pro

jects, teaching efficient thinking habits, awards for excel

lent work, display of unusual work, helping students to 

challenging reading material, providing a learning en ironment 

where success is an obtainable reality. 

4. I have watched "Think About" on KET and stimulated 

science projects and other creative projects but I have not 

come in contact with many gifted students yet. 

s. As Beta Club sponsor, I am in contact with most 

of those who would be considered gifted. I t r y t o instill 

in them the initiative to do everything on their own with 

minimum teacher input. It is their club and I let them run 

it. 

6. Through the use of Science Fairs I have encouraged 

students to research and complete a project through indepen

dent study which goes beyond regular classroom content. 
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7. We as teachers try to teach all aspects ••• 

social, physical, environment, 
etc. I don't think that the 

county has a program. 

8. Provide individual enrichment activities in 

various areas for students who have mastered assigned work. 

9. Gifted students 11 are a owed to work independently, 

they do not have to wait for others t f' · o inish. Gifted students 

work with newspaper activities. 

10. Generally restricted to advanced - additional 

assignments. 

11. Encouraged the writing and performing of an 

original play by the use of "Kellogg's Cereal boxes." 

12. Academic Fair annually at Christian County, 

activity period, students used as teacher aides. 

13. In referrals for exceptional children, I have 

identified one intellectually gifted student. In conference, 

suggestions were made to the classroom teacher. Several 

students, gifted in art, have been i dentified through SBARC 

Conferences. (By the parent and teacher ) May have expressed 

an interest in having an art teacher in the school system. 

14. 30 mins. per day last year (197 9- 80 ) was provided 

for our 7th and 8th grade students to receive special instruc

tion in math, English, history, and science. 

15. Opportunities have been provided for extra 

research and reports in subjects of interest. 

16. I let them work with underachievers. I let them 

d Special reports from the library. 
grade papers. I let them o 
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present discussions and reports to the class. 

17. CSMP math for those g1.'fted 1.·n the area of math. 

We are not using this program for the whole classroom. 

18. Independent studies, laminated materials for 

individualization, learning centers, library skills--reading, 

research, reports, committee work, projects for Science 

Fair. 

19. Supply materials on child's interest level (books, 

workbooks, etc), talk with child on a one-to-one basis regu

larly about his interest, suggest activities that would 

benefit the child (movies, T.V. specials, etc.). 

20. I have begun an Art program for those students 

in grade 6 not involved in band or special reading programs. 

I also try to incorporate "What If?" and "What do you Think?" 

questions in my daily lessons especially for the "brighter" 

students. 

21. Independent study is the main ethod I use. 

Other ways used sometimes are brainstorming, role-playing, 

creative writing and art activities. 

22. Praise on beautiful completed work by showing 

papers to the students in the room. Allowing any contribution 

· 1.· n an encyclopedia that are associ-to be made, finding items 

ated with reading stories. 

23. · t are g1.·ven to those who want Outside ass1.gnmen s 

them. Many learn from just conversation by asking questions. 

24. 

25. 

writing a performing play 

We have identified eight students who we feel 
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are gifted. They have been placed in a directed reading 

program. They are released from classes and also have a 

specific time to come to the library for this program. Our 

librarian and I direct this program. 

26. Learning games that are self-checking, extra 

worksheets or problems of a more difficult nature. 

Also, the needs assessment questionnaire revealed 

that nine out of thirty-two individual high school teachers 

noted activities that they have done or are now doing for the 

gifted and talented students. They are listed without revision, 

as follows: 

1. In physical education I have an expert a higher 

level of efficiency from my better students. 

2. I assign challenging problems that require more 

time and thought from the average and gifted students. 

3. Have tried to provide opportunities for talented 

students in drama and speech. 

4. None in the gifted area--mainly because I f eel 

that r do not know enough about t he gi fted student. 

s. There are harder problems in each activity of 

alg. II. These are given without teacher assistance to 

develop thinking. 

6. I have used novels f or two gi f ted students with 

each When we were do ing work t hey had a paper concerning 

already learned. 

7. l.· s working at his own speed in Alg. I A student 

and will probably finish the book by Xmas. 
He receives 
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supplemental lessons from advanced m th 1 a c asses. We try to 
include the lessons mentioned in •15 · d . 

~ in a vanced math which 
is set up for bright students. 

8. Science projects with regional competition. 

9. For my upper level history students I have stressed 

writing ability, critical thinking and analysis and the recog

nition of cause-effect relationships. 

In analyzing the data, it is reasonable to assume 

that within the bounds of the study and with respect to the 

respondents/subjects of the needs assessment investigation 

that a clear conceptualization of giftedness has not emerged 

among the teachers. This does not infer that the subjects 

presented any negative attitudes toward giftedness. Also, 

the need for a gifted education program i n Todd County has 

not yet made an impact upon the teachers of Todd County. 

The foregoing conclusions have held t he writer in 

check. He has not attempted to generalize beyond the confines 

of his data or the bounds of his study (s i nce the writer is 

a Todd County teacher and his research of the literature 

was very thorough due to the fact that it i s expected that 

it will be used for the purpose it was gathered ) . 

Within the delimitations of the study and with respect 

to the teachers and other educators of thi s investigation, 

the following conclusions are tenable: 

Most of the respondents agree that providing for the 

is not a workable solution gifted in the regular classroom 

Also, the classroom teachers do 
in the Todd County Schools. 
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not consider themselves qualified to set up a program, or 

even to teach the gifted. 

The attitudes reported suggest that the gifted edu

cation program holds considerable promise for Todd county but 

indicate that it is difficult to make changes, to say the 

least. 

It is the writer's opinion that the Todd County 

School System is composed of people who are sensitive to the 

fact that all the students, but certainly the gifted and 

talented, are a precious and irreplaceable resource. 

Furthermore a program for the gifted and talented is composed 

of many elements, chief among which are a sense of where we 

are, what we have, and where we hope to be. 

Recommendations 

To meet the varied educational needs of gifted and 

talented students of Todd County who possess outstanding 

academic abilities and creative talents, including potential 

for artistic accomplishment, i t is recommended that: 

1. The writer present this study to the superin

tendent and the Todd County Board of Education. 

2. A county-wide committee composed of K-12 teachers, 

school principals and other administrators be formed to 

evaluate the study. 

3. tests be given to all students recornAdditional 

mended by teachers for gifted education programs. 



4. A committee be appointed to design a program 

for the gifted and talented students of Todd County. 

5. The Todd County Board of Education make an 

application for Unit Grant Funds from the Kentucky State 

oepartment of Education. 
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APPENDIX A 
ELKTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

ELKTON . KENTUCKY 42220 

October 6, l980 

Mr. Larry Tribble, Superintendent 
Todd County Board of Education 
Elkton, Kentucky 42220 

oear Mr. Tribble: 

Phone (502) 265-2407 

~s you are aware, ~ am working on my Education Special
ist Degree at A~stin Peay State University. Part of 
the degree requirements is the completion of a Field 
Study. I am proposing to the Graduate Committee the 
topic, "A Study to Improve the Educational Opportunities 
for Gifted Students in Todd County, Kentucky." Enclosed 
is a copy of the proposal to the Graduate Committee for 
your evaluation. Please notify me if it meets with your 
approval and the approval of the Board of Education. 

Teachers will need your notification concerning this 
study and that surveys will be needed to help identify 
gifted students in our county. Please stress the 
importance of the surveys as they will be vital to the 
success of the research. 

I have discussed with you the purpose of the study. It 
will be to lay the groundwork for establishing a program 
for gifted students in Todd County which will meet the 
requirements of the Kentucky State Department of Edu
cation. 

The results of this study will be made available to you, 
the Supervisor of Instruction, and the Board of Edu
cation. Hopefully, this work will enable us to better 
meet the needs of our students in Todd County. 

Thank you for your interest and concern for ou.r students. 
Your contribution to educational programs helps make them 
a success for our school system. 

LGD:bkm 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Larry Deweese 
Assistant Principal 



Superintendent 

W. Larry Tribble 

Board of Education 

A.J . Gray, 
Chairman 

Jimmy Weathers, 
Vice-Chairman 

Earl Greenfield 
Jim Waldrop 
Eugene Wells 

Telephone: 

(502) 265-2436 
(502) 26.5-2624 

APPENDIX B 86 

iotld County ioard of £ducalion 
£lkhm, linhrckg 42220 

December 22, 1980 

Mr. Larry Deweese : 

At your request I have been gl ad to of fer you t he 
assist ance of thi s office t o help you ful f i ll par t of 
the Education Specia l is t Degree requi rements and to 
assist our distr ict and you , i n iden t ifying our 
gi fted and t alented s t udents . 

Aft er having discussed this proposal wi t h me , you 
pr esented t his request to the members of t he Todd 
County Boa rd of Educa t ion at its regular meeti ng. 

The Board act ed fa vorabl y on your request and 
was r ecorded i n the Board inutes Order umber 
962, on I ovember 3, 1980 . 

Sincerely, 

W. La r r y Tr ibble 
Superintendent 
Todd County Schoo l s 

WLT / j s 
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BOARD PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

~ amt hler~ dthisdev7ning because I have a special interest 
in a en e an gifted students. 

The state of Kentucky offers financial assistance to 
counties that have an approved talented and gifted unit. 

The state offers this assistance every two years. 

The next unit offering will be in 1983. 

This past year the.state offered $18,000 for approved 
prograr:1s for the first year of operations and $19,500 
for the second year. 

Before Todd County could take advantage of state money 
for talented and gifted students, certain criteria must 
be met. 

Before you as board members could see the real need for 
a talented and gifted unit a preliminary study needs to 
be made. 

I would like to make this study. 

At this time I am working on an Education Specialist 
Degree at Austin Peay State University which requires 
a field study in order to complete the degree. 

I wanted to do a field study that would benefit the 
students in Todd County. 

A preliminary study to see where Todd ~ounty st~nds con
cerning talented and gifted stude~ts will benefit the 
county and fulfill my degree requirement. 

(Hand out outline of program application.) 

M t d ld include a needs assessment, identification, 
Y s u Y wou . l b ' ng offered for and a review of what is current Y ei 

talented and gifted students. 

that Wou ld be used in the study.) (Hand out folders 

Discuss forms: 

1. 
"Does Todd County Need a Program for 

Needs Assessment- " 
Gifted Students? 
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2. Form A- Used to ~elp teachers identify students who 
have an intellectual gift. 

3. Form B- Used to help teachers identify students who 
have a specific talent. 

These forms will provide the first phase of identifying 
our talented and gifted students. The second phase will 
be individual testing if the decision is made to pursue 
the program. 

Basically what I am asking is your permission to do a 
preliminary study of gifted and talented students in 
Todd County. I will be using the forms we have discussed 
and asking classroom teachers to recommend students 
whom they feel meet the criteria for a gifted and talented 
program. 



Todd County 

RECORD OF BOARD PROCEEDINGS 
(MINUTES) 
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Elkton November 3 80 ---.:....:...:=---- Ky., ____ _;:_-=---- 19-

--------'--------t:Board of Education met at Elkton, Kentucky 
The- - -

at __ 7_:0_0 ___ o'clock 

p. v., on the 3rd. day of __ N_o_v...:e:.::m:.=b~e:.:.r ____ _, 80 _-,, 19---. with the followinr members pre.unt: 

(l )J· J. Gray (2) Jimmy Weathers (3 ) James Waldrop 7: 45 P .M. 

Ec. u,:1;gce~ne::..,..:.W:..:e:=· 1=1-=-s _____ _ 
(I)_::... 

(5) Earl Greenfield 

The Todd County Board of Education met in the Central Office at -7:00 P.M. with 
all members present. 

Guest: Larry Deweese 

962. GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM - Upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, 
it was moved by Jimmy Weathers, seconded by Earl Greenfi eld and passed 
unanimously that Larry Deweese be allowed to survey teachers to ascertain 
the gifted and talented students i n our school system. 



APPENDIX D 

MEMBERS OF THE TODD COUNTY 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 

1980-81 

A. J. Gray, Chairman, farmer and businessman 

Jimmy Weathers, Vice Chairman, pharmacist 

Earl Greenfield, farmer and government employee 

Jimmy Waldrop, employee, South Central Bell 

Eugene Wells, salesman, Cayce Mills Supplies 
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FACULTY'S STATEMENT OF BELIEF 
TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS 
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A. The following provisions should be made 
of teachers: for the welfare 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Reasonable amount of sick leave 

Satisfactory retirement plan 

Group insurance plans 

Substantial salary based upon 
and certification experience, training, 

Fair sharing of extra duties 

All teachers should have at least a B s o d 
h . • • egree an meet 

ot er_r7quirernents for certification in Rank III under 
the M.inirnwn Foundation Program. 

The staff should be a combination of older, experienced 
teachers and young teachers with at least soi being tenure 
teachers. 

Each teacher should be well qualified for the grade 
taught or job held. 

Pupil-teacher ratio should not exceed 32-1 in any class. 

Teachers should be continually striving to improve them
selves by taking additional college courses, participating 
in educational conferences and workshops, or by travel. 

Teachers should be active members of professional organi
zations. 

The school principal should have at least a Maste~•s 
Degree and meet other requirements for certification 
according to the standards of the Kentucky State Depart-
ment of Education. 

The principal should provide good leadership, and in order 
to do this he must continue to strive to improve .by read
ing and studying professional literature,_attendin~ con
ferences and workshops, and taking an active part in 
professional associations. 



J. A general supervisor should be available to our school 
at least one day a week. 
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specialists in the area of art, music and physical edu
cation should be provided at least on a one-half time 
basis for our school 



3. 

4. 

APPENDIX F 

TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS 
PERSONNEL DATA 

Total number of certified personnel 

Total number of teachers with Rank I 
certification ••••••••••• 

Total number of teachers with Rank II 
certification . • . . . • . . . . . 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 
Total number of teachers with Rank III 
certification . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . 

93 

•• 137 

. . 23 

. . 64 

. . so 
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LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE 

It is customary to refer to levels of intelligence 

in terms of I.Q. ranges as indicated in the table below: 

LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE IN TERMS OF 
STANFORD-BINET I.Q. RANGES 

I.Q. Range 
Idiot . . . . . . . . . . 0-25 
Imbecile . . . . . . . . 25-50 
Moron . . . . . . . . . . 50-70 
Borderline . . . . . . . 70-80 
Low normal . . . . . . . 80-90 
Normal . . • . . • • . . 90-110 
Superior . . . . . . . .110-120 

Very superior . . . . . .120-140 

Near genius . . .140- and . . . . over 



APPENDIX H: ARTICLE FROM NEA JOURNAL, Nov., 1980 

OGT Works for the Gifted 

T The Department of Education 's Office for the Gifted and 
~ented (OGD _addresses four Primary objectives: 

~treng
th

en,ng 
th

e ?8Pacity of state education agencies 
(SEA s) to deliver services to gifted and talented children 
through local education agencies (LEA's) and by other indirect modes. 

• _Strengthening the capacity of LEA's to deliver direct 
. services to gifted and talented children. 

• Strengthening leadership through professional develop
~ent and training programs (only 1 of every 6 teachers of the 
gifted has had any formal training for this special work). 

• Finding through research and distributing widely some 
answers to key questions concerning education for the gifted and talented. 

Under legislation (PL.95-561) enacted In 1978, OGT initi
ated th!:! State-Administered Grant Program. This program 
allows states to apply for two types of federal funds: a baslc 
minimum grant award open to all states and additional grant 
awards distributed to about half the states on a competitive 
basis. This seed money, 75 percent of OGrs meager but 
highly leveraged $6.28" million budget for fiscal year 1980, Is 
designed to stimulate the Investment of approximately 20 
state dollars and 80 locaJ dollars for every federal dollar 
Invested. A full 90 percent of these state awards must flow 
through to locaJ schools that compete successfully in a state
wide competition. Flfty percent of these projects must have a 
component for the gifted who are economically disadvan
taged. 

The remain ing 25 percent of OOT's budget Is for dlaae
llonary grant awards, Including national model projects, pro
fessional development and leadership training In gifted edu
cation, statewide activities grants for further asa.lstance to 
less developed SEA's, and research and Information prod
ucts. 

States may also obtain funds for gifted education from a 
variety of other sources In the federal government, Including 
the Office of Indian Education, the Office of Bilingual Educa
tion, TIiie IV C, TIiie I, and the National Institute of Educa-

tlo~ lte the slowly Increasing federal commitment to gifted 
educafion the responslblllty for providing adequate pro-

ramming' rests primarily with SEA's. In- addition to ru~nlng 
~heir own programs, SEA's support and stlmulat~ LEA ~ate 

Perhaps the most significant result of the gr ng 
leadership role Is a new three-way rela tionship of coopera-t the 

di onn the federal govemmen , !Ion and understan ng am · .,. this relationship 
SEA's, and the LEA's. Only a few :es ag~ated lndepen-. 

harclly existed. State and·t~ :O,dlnatlon. From time to 
dently of one another Wt ~u ave them assistance. Today, 
time the federal governm~g are beginning to work In har
m any state and local agen ment supplies them with tlmefy 
mony, and the federal go=nlcal assistance. Perhaps more 
Information, funds, and t this new relationship accou.nts 
than any other single factor, In gifted education that has 
for the remarkable progress 
been made In such a short time. 

•1n fiscal year 1981, the fed~ g~alented education; In flsc:a/ 
for the l4MII of funding for gifted 1983 $50 minion. In the 1981 
.,...,, 1982 $40 mllllon; In liscal Y9lU ,;,.,,t provided only $6.28 
,- ' the federal govern 
budget year, however, f the authorized level of funding. 
mllllon-only ~8 percent 0 

t authorized $35 mltllon 
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APPENDIX I 

STATISTICS REGARDING PROGRAMS FOR 
HANDICAPPED AND THE GIFTED 

Number of students identified as being mentally 
handicapped (EMH, TMH) ••• . . . . . . . . . 

Amount of money spent on these students last 
year locally_ •••••••••••••• 

Amount of money received from the state to 
help these students 

. . . 

96 

. . . 79 

$106,622 

. . . . . . . . . . . . $24,522 

• 181 Number of school districts in Kentucky ••• 

Number of gifted education programs nc,,,i operated 
within the state •••••••••••••• 

Amount of money spent by the state on EMH and 
TMH programs state-wide •••••••••• 

Amount of money spent by the state on the 
gifted state-wide 

1979-80 • • • • • • •••••••••• 
1980-81 •••••••••••••••• 

Amount of money received from the state for 

. . . . so 

$1,131,144 

$1,118,600 
$1,196,900 

gifted education in Todd County ••••••••••• O 

Amount of money spent by Todd County on gifted 
education ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • O 

Number of students identified as being 
talented and gifted •••••• • • • • . . . . . . 264 

NOTE: Todd county received no money because Guidelines have 
not been met in order to qualify. 



APPENDIX J 

CRITERIA FOR ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT, 
SUPPORT SERVICES, STAFF PREPARATIONS 

AND PERSONNEL FOR LEA 
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I. Organizational Arrangements 

The local educational agency must state the organi
z~tional ~rrangement, or mixture of arrangements, it 
will use in operating its program. The organizational 
arrangement must follow one of those already approved 
or be a modification of an approved arrangement. The 
following organizational arrangements are approved. 

A. A resource room consists of identified pupils 
working for set periods of time with a specified 
teacher who may serve one, or more, school build
ings. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

A resource teacher is a teacher who may work in 
more than one school building with identified 
pupils on an individual basis, in small groups, 
in the classroom and with the classroom teacher, 
and also in coordinating independent studies and 
seminars. 

A self-contained classroom which includes grouping 
arrangements made for partial or full-day sessions 
may be established. 

Other organizational arrangements, contingent 
upon prior approval of ~he State Department of 
Education, may be substituted. 

. f tim location and organization 
The specifictd deutnadiel; ~his c~iteria in order to qualify must be sta e . 
for a gifted education grant unit. 

II. support Services 

. ld be available to complem7nt 
support services ~hou These services will 
the gifted educationr~i~a:ffectively integrated 
assure that the P:og ctional program. Among t~e 
into the general instru ·aered are psychometric, 
support services t~ be c~~=~uative, media, and.regular 
counseling, supervisory t es of support services 
classroom services. Th~ ypare to be used should be 
to be provided and how ey 
outlined. 



III. 
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Staff Preparation and P , ersonnel 

The preparation of staff 
sonnel for gifted educati~~d the selection of per-
to the program's eventual programs are both essential 

success. 
A. Staff Preparation 

General training t h 
staff members da t e awareness level for all 
those administ;~t more extensive training for 
volved in th 'fors and teachers directly in-

. e gi ted educatio • Training already P id d n program is necessary. 
biennium should b rov e_ ~r Pl~nne~ over the 
content e quantified with information on 

covered time soe t . results et T,h . - ,n, persons involved, 
' c. e training might include: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 

in-service programs 
stat7, regional or national conventions 
special workshops 
college courses 
visitations 
other 

B. Personnel 
Teachers selected to work directly with the gifted 
education program are essential to its success. 

1. The teacher/s to work in gifted education 
grant units should be named and validated as 
having proper certification for either their 
elementary or secondary placement. 

2. Additional criteria used by the local edu
cational agency in selecting teachers should 
be stated. This would include such things 
as teaching experience, special training or 
course work, exceptional interest, etc. 

3. A program coordinator within the local edu
cational agency should be named. This person 
would serve as a liaison between the program 
and the public, the State Department of Edu
cation, and others. This person might be the 
teacher or an administrator. 



I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

APPENDIX K 
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TIME FRAME OUTLINE 

Gifted Education Program 

Release information to local educational agencies 
concerning criteria and application for gifted edu
cation grant units 

Requests from local educational agencies for gifted 
education grant units due in State Department of 
Education 

Out-of-state readers convene to evaluate the 
requests for gifted education grant units and make 
funding recommendations 

State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education 
approves funding of gifted education grant units to 
recommended local educational agencies 

Notification of State Board action is sent to local 
educational agencies 

Mid-year reports due from local educational agencies 
receiving gifted education grant units 

Final report due from local educational agencies 
receiving gifted education grant units. 

Notification goes to local educational agenc~e~ , . 
about continuation of two year programs and 1n1t1at1on 
of one year programs 
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PROGRAM APPLICATION 

At such time as a local 
f d 

· f school a· . un_ing or the operation f istrict wishes to a 1 
pupils, an applicati O a program for i . PP Y for 
should be submitted•on containing the follo ~s g:fted/ta;ented · wing information 

A. COVER PAGE 

The cover page should b following: ea reasonable facsimile of the 

APPLICATION FOR PROGRAM APPROV 
GIFTED/TALENTED PROGRAM AL 

School District 

Superintendent 

Address 

Telephone 

"An application to the Kentucky Department f Second Ed · or Elementary and 
gifted/talented pupils." a program for 

. ary ucation for funding to operate 

Amount of funding requested: 

Application date: 

Superintendent: 
Signature 

B. CONTENT 

The application must contain the following information: 

Board of Education Resolution or Approval -- This area 
should contain the actual board action concerning the 
program for the gifted/talented, or an excerpt from the 
minutes of the board meeting at which such a program was 
approved. Any additional supportive information should 

also be included. 

The following areas are assigned various weights (in 
points) to be used in evaluating and ranking the appli
cations. complete information in each area is essential 
for accurate evaluation of the application. 
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(10 pts.) Statement of N 
a~ailable data to point 

0
~~d~h-- This area should use all 

ming for the gifted/tal e need for special program-
£ t d t 

. ented Such . t o s u ens with high it 1 ~ i ems as percentages 
ment test scores, reco~ e li~ence quotients, high achieve
etc., should be included~ndations, demonstrations of skill, 

(Use add· t' 1 ional pages as necessary) 

2. (20 pts.) Identification __ h' . 
description of criteria ad Tis area should include a 
selecting pupils for th n methods of screening and 
cut-off levels in the re prog:am as_wel~ as establishing 
on specific test es~ective criteria. Information 
be included or n!~edcheacsklist1~' obr forms to be used should app ica le. 

(Use additional pages as necessary) 

3. (10 pts.) Current Offerings -- This area should include 
all.current offerings available for gifted/talented 
P'!-P~ls whether ~her ar7 full programs or special pro
visions. Some indication of the amount of financial 
support given to this area should also be included. 

(Use additional pages as necessary) 

4. (25 pts.) Program Description -- This area should include 
an explanation of the program with specific measurable 
objectives and the curriculum content and special tech
niques to be used to achieve the objectives. This area 
should also include information on which skills areas 
are to be included in the program as well as the grade 
level/s to be involved. Further information should be 
included to show how this program will complement the 
rest of the educational program. 

(Use additional pages as necessary) 



s. 

6. 

102 (15 pts.) Personnel __ Th ' 
information as possible bis area should include as much 
for the program. Inforrn:t?ut the staffing arrangements 
specific teachers and the·ion sh?u~d b7 included about 
been selected. ir qualifications if they have 

(Use add· t· 
i ional pages as necessary) 

(S pts.) Support Services Th' 
those positions (includi -- is a:ea should describe 
which will operat • ng the coordinator) and resources 

e in support of the pr · h 
indication of the amount of time . odram wit a~ 
the gifted/talented. assigne to work with 

(Use additional pages as necessary) 

7. (10 pts.) Evaluation -- This area should outline the 
evaluation process which will be used to determine the 
effectiveness of the program. 

(Use additional pages as necessary) 

B. (5 pts.) Budget -- This area should itemize expenses 
to be charged to the program. Complete information should 
be provided on personnel expe.nses, materials, equipment, 
supplies, and other expenses of the program. 

The budget should follow this format: 

CODE* 
NUMBER ITEM 

PROPOSED 
EXPENDITURE 

(Continue this format on additional pages) 

*Code numbers should be the same as those set by the 
Kentucky Department for Elementary and Secondary Edu
cation, Division of Finance. 



APPENDIX M 

DOES TODD COUNTY NEED A PROGRAM 
FOR GIFTED STUDENTS? 

A self-assessment inventory for guiding educati·on 

Answer insofar as you know. 

1. Does y~ur district have a person assigned 
to monitor research on gifted students? 

2. Has someone been assigned the task of 
keeping teachers current on gifted education 
via workshops, newsletters, etc.? 

3. Has someone been assigned to help teachers 
obtain the materials they need to teach the 
gifted students in their regula.r classrooms? 

4. Does your district have a specific budget 
for education of the gifted? (Score •yes• 
for 10% of total budget, •usually• for 51, 
"sometimes" for 31 or less, •no• for no 
separate budget figure.) 

s. Have you taken at least two full three-
semester coursesin education of the 
gifted? 

6. Have you attended at least two workshops -in gifted education? 
-

7. Do you know at least two theories of 
higher-level thinking? 

8. theory of higher-
Do you appl~ at_least _one ctivities and 
level thinking in variousdain your class-
evaluative procedures use 
room? 

-
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of the gifted. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Is at least one theory f 
thinking taught to the O higher-level 
students? top 10\ of your 

Is as much time and mone ( 
and emphasis) devoted toythst~ff, materials, 
of the top 10% of e evelopment 
bottom 10% (1 _your_S t udents as to the 

earning disabled, EMR, etc.)? 

Is one person assigned to, or is 10\ of 
your tot~l counselor t~e spent in, guidance 
of the gifted (appropriate placement in 
classes, career guidance, etc.)? 

Is one person assigned to the scheduling 
of field trips for the mentors and resource 
people to work with your academically 
gifted? 

Besides your interscholastic sports pro
gram, do you teach ai;ix manipulative and/or 
psycho-motor activities? 

Do you promote the development of students 
in the visual and performing arts? (Score 
•sometimes• for the usual chorus and band 
activities. Score •usually• if your 
district presents something other districts 
around you do not. Score •yes• if your 
students plan, write, and direct at least 
two activities per school year.) 

15. Does your district curriculum include 
lessons deliberately directed towar~ 
improvement in creative and_pr~ductive . 
thinking (e.g., creative th7nking exe;cises, 
brainstorming, problem solving, etc.). 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Does your district have . 
goals for gifted educa _written pr?gram 
individual student goaltion! and written 
b h · 1 . s with stated e aviora ObJectives th 
goal attainment evalua't~e ods, sequence, ion, etc.? 

Does your district have_a working definition 
~~sl~:e:~~~!~n~~d a deliberate approach to 

Does your district have a deliberate 
approach to teaching human relationship 
development? 

Does your district have a deliberate 
approach to teaching soci.al responsibility? 

Does your district curriculum include a 
deliberate program for teaching identity, 
the self-concept, self-confidence, or what
ever you may call learning more about the 
self? 

Is each student involved in at least one 
co-curricular activity that nelps him 
develop his hobby interests and gives him 
an identity through the wearing of uniforms, 
pins, badges, athletic letters, mention i n 
the school newspaper, school annual, and/ or 
name listed on bulletins, heard over intercom 
on occasion, etc.? (Score "yes• for 90\ or 
more of students so involved, "usually" for 
75% or more of students so involved, "some
times" for 25% or more of students so in
volved, "no• for less than 25% of students 
so involved. 
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22. Is identification of the . 
you serve based on man kiifted st~de~t~ 
evidence, and is this lden~f~ .of ~ignificant 
continuous process? ication a 

23. Is independent study (meaning, "not stud in 
a~o~e, but able to do research witn a Y g 
minimum of teacher direction") taught and 
used as a process in all classes for the 
top 10% of your students? 

24. Are 5% of your total counseling hours 
~evot7d_to ~e gifted underachiever: hi s 
iden~ific~tion, counseling to self-goal 
setting, improvement of his sense of re-
sponsibility and self-concept, and counsel -
ing with his teachers to be partners i n 
reaching his goals? 

25. Are your counselors themselves gi fted 
people with whom the gifted student can 
identify and/or have they had at least t wo 
full courses in the understanding and edu-
cation of the gifted student? 

In order to better understand the needs of Todd County concerning 
gifted and talented students, would you please descri be any 
activities that you are doing or have done for the se students. 

Adapted C 
·e "Do You Need a Differentiated 

from· House, onni • 
P • ? " rogram for Your Gifted Students. 
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TO the Teachers: 

we need your help. We are lookin f 
who you ~eel might qualify for a ~if~r students ~n your classroom 
is Y,!!rY important that each classr ed program in Todd County. It 
possess characteristics associatedoo~ ~eacher look for students who 
characteristics can be found on thewit 

1
talented and gifted. These 

mending gifted and talented student enc osed checklist for recom
listed below and return your folder st Please ~ol~ow the directions 
19ao. 0 your principal by November 26, 

Description of Form A (Blue) 

This form is designed to help identify students 
intelligence. who are gifted in 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Look for ~tu~ents in your classroom that display some of the 
c~aracteristics described on Form A. (They do not have to 
display all of the characteristics listed.) - -

Examine student records to obtain information concerning 
performance. paS t 

When available, examine test scores on CTBS. (It is recommended 
that students be working at least two years above grade level on 
total battery.) 

When available, examine I.Q. scores. (It is recommended that 
students have a score of 125 or above.) 

Recommend any student that you feel has met the qualifications 
that have been outlined above. 

Return folder to your principal when recommendations are 
finished. 

Description of Form B (Green) 

This form is designed to help identify students that may have a 
specific talent. It may be used to recommend students who have a 
talent in art, music, physical education, woodworking, home 
economics, etc. 

1. Look for students in your classroom that display some of the 
characteristics described on Form B. (They~ !12! have to 
display all of the characteristics listed. 

2. Recommend any student that you feel has a special talent in 
Your classroom. 

3. Return folder to your principal when recommendations are 
finished. 

* 4. All folders should be returned to your principal even if you 
do not have any recommendations. 
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CHECKLIST FOR RECOMMENDING GIFTED AND 
TALENTED STUDENTS 

KINDERGARTEN 

Student's Name Schoo! 

Teacher ' s Name School Term 

oirections: Place an X in the space beside each statement that 
BEST describes the student. 

A. Language 

1. The student is able to read. 

2. The student understands his relationship in 
such words as up-down, top-bottom, big-little, 
far-near. 

B. Psychomotor Abilities 

1. The student exhibits coordination by being 
able to bounce a ball or tie his shoelaces. 

2. The student can complete the missing parts 
of an incomplete familiar picture by drawing 
the parts in their proper perspective. 

c. Mathematics 

l. The student can repeat five digits forward 
and reversed. 

2. The student recognizes and understands the 
value of coins (penny, nickle, dime and 
quarter). 

D. Creativity 

l. 

2. 

The student interprets stories or pictures 
in his own words. 

The student displays curiosity by asking many 
of behavior. questions or by other types 

YES NO 

--
--



E• 

KINDERGARTEN 

General Characteristics 

2. 

3. 

The student readily adapts to new situations• 
he is flexible in thought and action• he ' 
seems undisturbed when the normal ro~tine is 
changed. 

The student seeks new tasks and activities. 

The student tends to dominate others and 
generally direct the activity in which he 
is involved. 
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PAGE 2 

YES NO 

1 recommend to be considered for a Gifted and ~~-=-~==---Student's Name 
Talented Program in Todd County. 

Teacher's Signature Date 
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CHECKLIST FOR RECOMMENDING GIFTED AND 
TALENTED STUDENTS 

FIRST GRADE 

student I s Name Schoo! Homeroom 

reacher I s Name Schoo! Term 

Directions: Place an X in the space besi' de each 
BEST d . statement that escr1.bes the student. 

1. The student reads two years above grade level. 

2. The student recognizes the number and sequences 
of steps in a specified direction. 

3. The student forms sets and subsets. 

4. The student understands the concepts of place 
value. 

S. The student recognizes the properties of right 
angles. 

6. The student can create a short story. from a 
familiar subject. 

7. The student interprets stories and pictures in 
his own words. 

8. The student questions critically. 

9. The student demonstrates flexibility in his 
thinking pattern and the ability to communicate 
to others. 

lO, The student is self-confident with students his 
own age, and/or adults; seems comfortable when 
asked to show his work to class. 

11• The student has a well-developed vocabulary. 

12• The student has a vivid imagination and enjoys 
sharing his "stories• with others. 

YES NO 

I recommend ~--..,.....---:;-::-=:::::--- to be considered for a Gifted and 
'ral Student I s Name 

ented Program in Todd county. 
Teacher's Signature Date 



FORM A 

CHECKLIST FOR RECOMMENDING GIFTED AND 

GRADES 2-6 

111 

TALENTED STUDENTS 

ftudent' s Name ~chooi Grade Homeroom 

Teacher' s Name School Term 

oirections: Place an X in the space beside each statement that 
BEST describes the student. 

A, Learning Characteristics 

1. Has verbal behavior characterized by 
"richness• of expression, elaboration, and 
fluency. 

2. Possesses a large storehouse of information 
about a variety of topics beyond the usual 
interests of youngsters his age. 

YES NO 

3. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and 
can quickly make valid generalizations about 
events, people or things1 looks for similarities 
and differences. 

4. Tries to understand complicated material by 
separating it into respective parts, reasons 
things out for himself1 sees logical and 
common sense answers. 

B. Motivational Characteristics 

l.. Is easily bored with routine tasks. 

2. Prefers to work independently; needs minimal 
direction from teachers. 

3. Has tendency to organize people, things, and 
situations. 

4. Is positive and zealous in his beliefs. 



GRADES 2-6 

Leadership Characteristics C, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

carries responsibility well: follows through 
with tasks and usually does them well. 

seems respected by his classmates. 

Is self-confident with children his own age 
as well as adults: seems comfortable when 
asked to show his work to the class. 

Is shy, responding generally when called 
upon. 

Is •bossy• with his peers. 
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YES NO 

--

I recommend 
Student's Name 

Talented Program in Todd County. 
to be considered for a Gifted and 

Teacher's Signature 
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FORM A 

CHECKLIST FOR RECOMMENDING GIFTED AND TALE NTED STUDENTS 

GRADES 7-12 

'ft"'udent' s Name School Grade Homeroom 

readier I s Name School Term 

oirections : Place an X in the space beside each statement that 
BEST describes the student. 

l Is an avid reader • 
• 

2, aas received an award in science, art, literature. 

3. aas avid interest in science or literature. 

4, Very alert, rapid answers 

s. Is outstanding in math. 

6, Has a wide range of interests. 

7. Is very secure emotionally. 

8, Is venturesome, anxious to do new things. 

9, Tends to dominate peers or situations. 

10, Readily makes money on various projects or 
activities--is an entrepreneur. 

ll, Individualistic--likes to work by self. 

12, Is sensitive to feelings of others--or to 
situations. 

13 , Has confidence in self• 

14 • Needs little outside control--disciplines self. 

15• Adept at visual art expression. 

' 16, Resourceful--can solve problems by ingenious 
methods. 

YES NO 

- -

-
-
--
--

L 



GRADES 7-12 

creative in thoughts, new ideas . 
17• ations, innovations, etc (not ' ts~eii:ig associ-

• ar 1.st1.cally). 

18 • aody or facial gestures very expressive. 

19, Impatkient--quick to anger or anxious to complete 
a tas. 

20 • Great desire to excel even to the point of 
cheating. 

21. Colorful verbal expressions. 

22. Tells very imaginative stories. 

23, Frequently interrupts others when they are talking. 

24. Frank in appraisal of adults. 

25. Has mature sense of humor (puns, associations, 
etc.). 

26. Is inquisitive. 

27. Takes a close look at things. 

28. Is eager to tell others about discoveries. 

29. Can show relationships among apparently unrelated 
ideas. 

30, Shows excitement in voice about discoveries. 

31. Has a tendency to lose awareness of time. 
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YES NO 

--

I recommend ~--..,...,.-=-~--- to be considered for a Gifted and 
Student's Name 

Talented Program in Todd County• 

Teacher's Signiture Date 

Adapted from: 
. •oo You Need a Differentiated Pro-House, Connie. 

gram for Your Gifted Students?" 



APPENDIX p 

FORM B 

CHECKLIST FOR RECOMMENDING STUDENTS 

WITH SPECIAL GIFTS OR TALENTS 

GRADES K-12 

115 

'Student's Name School Grade Homeroom 

reacher i s Name School Term 

oirections: Place an X in the space beside each statement that 
BEST describes the student. 

1. Displays a great deal of curiosity about many 
things. 

2. Generates ideas or solutions to problems and 
questions. 

3. Sees many aspects of one thing1 fantasizes, 
imagines, manipulates ideas, elaborates. 

4. Applies ideas. 

s. Is a high risk taker1 is adventurous and 
speculative. 

6. Displays a keen sense of humor. 

7, Is sensitive to beauty1 attends to aesthetic 
characteristics. 

8, Predicts from present ideas. 

9, Demonstrates unusual ability in painting/ 
drawing. 

lo, Exhibits unusual ability in sculpturing or clay 

modeling. 

11• Shows unusual ability in handicrafts. 
12 unusual ability in use of 

• Provides evidences of 
tools. 

YES NO 

--

--
-
-
--



GRADES K-12 

13• Shows unusual ability in instrumental music. 

14 • Demonstrates unusuai ability in vocal music. 

15• Indicates special interest in music appreciation. 

16 • Displays ability in role playing and drama. 

17• Demonstrates ability to dramat_ize stories. 

18 • Shows ability in oral expression. 

19 • Demonstrates unusual ability in written expression: 
creating stories, plays, etc. 

20. Shows evidence of independent reading for infor
mation and pleasure. 

21. Demonstrates ability in dancing; toe, tap, 
creative. 

22. Displays mechanical interest and unusual ability. 

23. Shows unusual skill and coordination in his gross 
muscular movements such as ball playing, running. 

Please state the special gift or talent this student baa: 
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YES NO 

--

I recommend to be considered for a Gifted and 
"!!S""!"t-u .. d"""e-n"'"'t .. ,-s~N=-am--e __ _ 

Talented Program in Todd County. 

Teacher's Signature bate 

Adapted from: House, Connie. "Do You Need a Differentiated Pro
gram for Your Gifted Students?" 
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INTERVIEWS AN 
WITH NOTEDS CONSULTATIONS 

AND DATES 
OF MEETINGS 
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sept., 1980: Met with my pr· . 
discussed topics for a /n~~pal, Mr. Waldo Wolfe, and 
concern for a study deal~e ~tudy. He expressed a real 
students. Mr. Wolfe hasi~g with talented and gifted 
in Todd County for 25 year:en ~0th a teacher and principal 
had an interest in this subj t also told Mr. Wolfe I 
need during my five years asec and have seen a real 
Principal. a classroom teacher and Ass' t. 

Oct., 1980: Met with Mrs Zelma Miles s , 
tion for Todd c • ' upervisor of Instruc-

. ounty and discussed possibilit of a study 
concerning talented and gifted stud t Y · 
expressed a it en 9 • Mrs. Miles also 

b . n n_erest. She reiterated that very little 
was eing done in the county for these students and she 
offered her assistance in any way during the st~dy. 

Oct., 1980: M7t with Mrs. Rita Dillingham and Mrs. Dorris 
Powell, Guidance Counselors, who both offered encourage
rn7nt concerning the idea of doing a study concerning 
gifted and talented students. 

Oct., 1980: Met with Mr. Larry Tribble, Supe.rintenden~ and 
discussed the possibility of doing the study. Asked for 
his opinion and suggestions. Being newly appointed he 
expressed inter~st in programs that could best meet the 
needs of all students. After assessing the present 
programs in the county he realized there was not a 
specific program dealing with special needs of talented 
and gifted students. Mr. Tribble thought it was a good 
idea to do a preliminary study to see what could be done 
for these students and what type program would best 
benefit the county. 

Oct., 1980: Submitted a field study proposal to my Graduate 
Committee, or. Al Williams, Dr. Ron Groseclose, and 
Dr. George Rawlins. The Committee approved the proposal. 

Oct., 1980: Met with Mr. Tribble and Mrs. Miles and discussed 
my presentation for the board meeting. 

Nov. 3, 1980: Met with Todd county Board of Education on 
Monday evening, Nov. 3. Prese~ted plans for my study. 
Board members were very receptive. -

Nov. S, 1980: Met with Todd county principals on Wednesday, 
Nov. S. Handed out teacher folders and explained reco~-

Asked that the folders be turned in 
mending procedures. 
by Nov. 26. 
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14-A TH~ TENNE~SEA.N s 
• • unday, Februarv 8, 1981 

Gifted Children 
Pilot Plan Set 
As State Model 
By BETSY STUBBLEFIELD 
Tennessean State Correspondent 

FRANKLIN, Tenn. - A pilot educational 
program here will become the model for future 

. programs across the state aimed at identifying 
potentially gifted children in elementary 
school and developing their creative thinking 
skills. 

Officials at Scales Elementary School were 
notified last week of validation from the sta te 
Department of Education for their Talented 
and Very Able Children Program, now in its 
third year. 

IT IS THE ONLY state-approved TVAC pro
gram in the state at this time, according to 
Ka y Gerth, program director. 

"Many people mistakenly believe that the 
gifted child can make it on his own," Mrs. 
Gerth said. "But research states emphatically 
that this is not so." 

She cited statistics showing that 53% of 
those considered "gifted," those who fall in the 
top 5%, will drop out of school prior to gradua
tion. And many gifted young people are affect· 
ed by severe drug and alcohol-related prob· 
!ems. 

"THEY DROP OUT chemically," she sa id .. 
"It is clear that education has fai led the gift• 

ed ch ild. One of the most undemocratic philoso· 
phies purpor ted in education today is ~e equal 
treatment of unequal children," she said. 

George Northern, principal at S~ales, agree_s 
wholeheartedly. He said his previous experi· 
ence as a junior high school gui~a_nce counselo: 
motivated him to write the original gran~ ap 
Pl ica tion for his school 's program for gifted 
students. · 

"WE WERE LOSING out with the top-level 
students," or:thern recalled. "We had put. so 
much emphasis on everybody being he same 
and had stopped no icing the differences be
tween children. 

"They had been turned off from school early 
- overburdened with len hy and mea ingless 
homework assiimments,' he said. 

But, he warned innovative p ograms such as 
T AC are r ely o meet imi ed success with
out ac ive pa r icipation by eachers and the 
community. 

· I THINK THE cha ces wi I e good · if e 
comm uni y is in ol ed and paren e e cor-
recr informa ion. But if ve don' do our wor 
from a public relat'ons poin of view and se I 
this o the public, I i · he chances are ver 
s im that · will f ouri h ·n other communit"e , ' 
he said. 

"If he s a e cu money it will cer ainJy 
hamper es ccess of hese pro rams. So right 
now, I would say he ( . AC prog ams)ta ea 
50-50 chance of succeedmg." 

The Sca les program is di ided into three 
phases: 

1. Cluster classes - or o e ge era aca
demica ly gi uden . Each . ed esday, 
the T AC roup discussion, er~ .' e proble!ll 
solving and esearch, ei er ind1v1dually or m 
small groups. . . . 

2. Fridays _ 0 ide 1fr chtld~en_ alented tn 
other areas, such as crea . ve thtn mg, leader-
ship, isual and per orm1 a ts and psycho· 
motor abilities. d' · h. h 

3 Mentorship - the newes ad • ion,_ w ic . 
. · h. . th araders with "commumty re· mate es six •ct . le" who can prov1 ~ ex~osure o 

;~~f-~~/~~~as of interest outside ne class-
room. 



Kesources fo r T APPENDIX S -eachers of c · f 
1 Ced/Talented Student s 119 

Alexander, William M. and Vynce A . 
Schools. New York: Holt '. Hines, et 

Discusses various w ' Rinehart and 
and solutions in its impalys i nd ependent 

ementat i on. 

a:· Jndependent Stud 
Winston , Inc. 19 Yin Secondary 
stud ' 67 · V can be d · use and problems 

Altshuler, Thelma. Choices. S. 
Englewood Cliffs, New ~ers:;~ations to Stimulate Thou h 

Highly recommended by . Prentice-Hall I t and Ex ression. 
several 1 , nc. 

c assroom teachers. 

Beggs, David W., III and Edward G 
V 

· Buffie edi 
New enture. Bloomington· Ind · ' tors. Independent 

One of a series of bo. k iana University Press 1965 Study: Bold 
o s on the B ld , . 

and describes independent t d 
O 

New Venture . Th " b k 
d 1 i h h 

s u Y programs Th is oo def i nes 
ea wt t e administrative h . ough many of the sel 

room procedures p ase, some selections d " ect ions . iscuss actual class-

Bloom, Benjamin S., et. al. T 
Cognitive Domain . Ne•-• axonom.y of Educational Ob jecti . 

- w York· Dav i d M Ka - ves. Handbook I : 
Th h th

.e c y Company, 1956. 
e aut ors state in F 

to build a taxonomy of educationoarleword that this book i s "an attempt 
ob j ectives . " I 

teachers and administrators i d 1 t i s designed to aid 
planning. The more precise d:fi~:~i:~ng curriculum and in class 
among educators. afford a basis for co11111un ication 

Broome, Elizabeth, editor. Educating for 
Raleigh, North Corolina: Department the Future: 21st Century Teaching. 

of Publ i c Instruct i on, 1973 . 

Bruner, Jerome S. The Process of Educat i on. New York: Vintage Books. 1963. 
This book was written as a result of a 1959 meeting of scientists 

scholars, and educators who discussed ways to improve science educatio~ 
in primary and secondary schools. The resulting book however di 
the learning process in general. ' , scusses 

Carin, Arthur and Robert B. Sund. Teaching Sc ience through Discovery. 
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1964 . 

A well orga~ized text develop i ng a rationale for shaping science 
education in the elementary school, organizing and plann ing for teaching 
science as well as enrichment activities and discovery lesson plans. 

Davis, Gary A. and Joseph A. Scott, Training Creative Thinking. Nev York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971. 

Gives a theoretical bases for "activities" and "games"-underlying 
reasons for their use in the classroom. The preface of the book says, 
"""-4lle purpose of this book i s to examine various strategies for increasing 
creative productivity, particularly in indus try and the schools . Intelli
gent consideration of these programs and procedures, however, would be 
impossible without a working knowledge of some important characteristics 
of creativity and creative individuals, Consequent l y , in addi tion to the 
E!lllphasis on training imagination, the art i cles analyze such critical 
var iables as the physical and psychological atmosphere which encourages 
or stifles imagination, i ntellectual and nonintellectual characteristics 
of creative individuals, testing for creativity, personal and soc ial 
barriers to creative imagination' "selling" one's ideas, plus other 
important facets of creative behavior, Comb i ned with the main strategies 
Presented in this volume, these topics should present a comprehensive picture 
of what to teach when teaching creativity, how to teach it , and why it should 

be taught." --



Eberle, Robert F. Classroom Cue Cards. 120 
Inc. BuffaJo, New York: 

D.O.K. Publishers, 
An easy rea_ding book filled 

i i t wi th many ideas . des gn ng ques ions and planning activities to, oln.helping teachers in 
of thinking abilities. cu tivate a broad range 

Eberle, Robert F. Teachers Handbook for Identif 
Talent, Edwardsville, Illinois: America ~n and Cultivatin Intellectual 

Presents a system for ide ti£ . n ° Edwardsville, 1969. 
Prepared specifically to assisnt t y1nhg and ordering intellectual talent. 

eac ers in us f . to cultivate a wide range of int 11 e O instructional strategies 
e ectual processes. 

Eberle, Robert F. Trainin and Teachin fo . 
Edwardsville, Illinois: American f E~ Creative-Productive Thinkin, 

Report of project conducted i~ thew:~dsville, 1967. 
whose aim has been to utilize research f. :~rdsville, Illinois Schools 
the school's curriculum so that both te inh ingsdto support and enhance 

1 h ac er an student would 
near y use t eir intellectual potential I 1 d more 
the teaching of creative thinki · nc u es experimentation in 

ng processes, supplementary materi 1 f 
developing creative-productive thinking int ti 1· as or , s rue ona strategies. 

Evans, William H., editor. The Creative Teacher. Neu York·. • Bantam Books, 
Inc., 1971. 

A collection of practical suggestions for a teacher to use 1n the 
classroom. The ideas are designed to combat the student question, "Are 
we going to do anything important today, Mr. Doe?" The book will be 
most helpful to secondary English teachers. 

Fliegler, Lewis A, Curriculum Planning for the Gifted. Prentice Hall, Inc., 
Englewood r.liffs, New Jersey, 1961. 

An excellent resource book for teachers and administrators, this study 
offers extensive chapters dealing with individual subject areas. Intro
ductory and concluding chapters may be of special interest to generalists. 
Bibliographies are provided at the conclusion of each chapter. 

Gallagher, James J. Teaching the Gifted Child, 2nd edition. Rockleigh, New 
Jersey: Allyn and Bacon, 1975. 

Contains excellent discussions of the definition of "giftedness" 
and of identification of the gifted, curriculum and curriculum modifi
cation for gifted students, problem solving and creativity, administration 
and training for the gifted, and the gifted underachiever and culturally 
different gifted. The second edition of a basic book on gifted education. 

Glaus, Marlene. From Thoughts to Words. Champaign, Illinois: 
Council of Teachers of English, 1965. 

f 1 tary teachers to 
A book of enrichment activities written ore emen . 

use with children in language arts. Contains poems' games, quizzes' 

atiooal 

oral and written expression exercises. 



G .. ,an John, G. D. Demos and E p Tor 121 
O• • • • ranee c 

I~plications .. Somerset, New Jersey: ~ohnreativity: Its Educational 
Thirty-six readings on theor Wiley and Sons 1967 

i k y, research a t.l d . , . 
of what s nown about creativity 1 1 n e ucat 1onal applicatio . i · nva uable . ns creativ t y . · suggestions for developing 

Gowan, John and E. P. Torrance, ed. Educating th 
F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 1971 • - e Ablest. Itasca, Illinoi~: 

A book of readings by major autho b 
children. rs a out the education of gifted 

Grove, Richard. The Arts and the Gifted The C . 
Overview and presentations fr~ The ouncil for Exceptional Children. 

/Gif d National Conference on Arts and Humanities te and Talented, 1975. I 1 d 
Nat Hentoff and Virginia Y. Trotter. nc u ed addresses by Murry Sidlin, 

Kaplan, Sandra. Providing Programs for the Gifted and Talented - A Handbook 
Ventura County Superintendent of Schools, Ventura Calif · 1974 I t · 1 11 , ornia, . 

nstruc iona sy abus provides overview of f t d . ea ures an procedures 
for designing and implementing a program. Particularly useful for t h 

i . i di . ose in tiat ng or expan ng a program for the gifted and talented. 

Kreuger, Mark L, Elizabeth Neuman. Arts and Humanit i es: Perspect ives on 
Gifted and Talented Education. The Council for Exceptional Children. 

Directories, articles on arts and humanities educat i on fo r the 
gifted and talented, funding sources, community resources, bi bliography. 

Lacey, Richard A. Seeing with Feeling. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders 
Company, 1972. 

This book provides extensive discussion of new and creat ive ways 
to use feature and short films in a variety of classroom sett i ngs. 

Laybourne, Kit, editor. Doing the Media: A Portfolio of Activities and 
Resources. New York: Center for Understanding Med i a, 197 2. 

A book that compiles activities used by teachers will be of 
practical use to teachers. It involves a variety of media and i ncludes 
inexpensive ideas. For theory that gives background understanding of 
our world of media, read Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man by 

Marshall McLuhan, New York, Signet Books, 1964. 

Learning, the Magazine for Creative Teaching. 1255 Port l and Place, Boulder, 

Colorado 80302. . up-to-date theory as well as pract i cal suggestions 
Articles concerning 

for the classroom. 
i Belmont, California: 

Hager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Object ves, 

Fearon Publishers, 1962. d the basic procedure for writing 
The basic elements of objectives an 

them are found in this book. 

I New York: Harper and Row, 
1.1_k · d by Synectics, nc · ~ ing It Strange, prepare 

1968. . to develop creative W't'iting and thinking, 
Books 1-4--a new design be expanded. 

Exercises in a workbook format which can 



i•src t nso11, Ruth A. The Identific -. t · 
" " u .ton of th . 

county Superintend2nt of Sch 1 ~fted and T 1 oo s, Ventura c·:--- a ented Vet 
Presents rationale for th _d , alifornia 1974 · n ura e i entific i , . 

suggests appropriate identification at on of gift ed stud 
used by various school district procedures. Example f ents, and 

s are included. s o materials 

122 

S.O.I. Abilities w kb Meeker' Mary N. 
rnsti cute, 

1973. or ook(s) • El s egundo, California: S .o. I. 
A collection of workbook s concerned · h 

evaluating and implementing the total wit 
specific objectives. process 

programming for designing 
of learn i ng and teaching ' 

Newton, David E • 101 Ideas on Inquiry 
Publisher, 1972. · 

Portland, Maine: J. Weston Walch 
' 

101 ideas on all subjects 
to use for inquiry teaching on 
teacher. 

drawn from journals, books 
any level. Ex 11 • and magaz i nes 

ce ent for a resource 

Piaget, Jean. The Origins of Intelligence in Child 
University Press, 1964. ren. New York: International 

Describes the development 
manifestations of sensorimotor 
of expression. 

~f int~lligence by trac i ng the various 
intelligence and the most elementary forms 

Project Implod e . Igniting Creative Potential. s 1 Press, 1972. _......_ __ _:_::..._::.....::..=....::.=~:!!:. at Lake City, Utah: Aaron 

Creat i ve ideas along the lines C 1 i T 1 av n ay or advocates. This book 
can be obtained directly from Dr. Taylor at the Universi t y of Utah. 

Raths, Louis E., Selma Wassermann, Arthur Jonas, and Arno l d Rothstein. Teaching 
for Thinking: Th~ory and Applicat i on. Co l um bus, Ohio . Char les E. Merr i l l 
Publishing Company, 1967. 

This book shows how to encourage t hinking within t he framework of 
the existing curriculun. 

Renzulli, J oseph. New Directions in Creativity. New York. Harper and Row, 
1975. 

(Marks 1, 2, and 3 contain activities fo r grades 4-8; marks A and 
~ are for primary children). Creativity train i ng act i vi t i es deal i ng 
with verbal, figural and symbol i c informat ion. The act ivities, des igned 
for a broad range of abil i ty levels, have been systematically developed 
to correlate with Guilford's Structure of Intel l ect Model. All act ivities 
are open-ended, allowing fo r a variety of response opt i ons. Each book 
contains SO activities, with accompanying dup l icating masters, lesson 
guides, and follow-up activities at several different ab i lity l evels . 

Renzulli, Joseph. A Guidebook for Evaluating Programs for t he Gifted, 
Ventura County Superintendent of Schools, Ventura, Cali fornia, 1975. 

A practical "how to" guide for evaluation of gifted programs: 
special problems in evaluation of "higher level" objectives, bas i c 

l i instrument selection and 
evaluation structures designing an eva uat on, 1 
construction data analysis, and preparing final reports, Samp e 
instruments ;nd bibliographies are included. 

• I 



van Allen and Claryce Allen 1 12J 
ch, -1 · . . anguage Ex er. 

Roa Chicago, I.1 inois: Encyclopedia Britannic ience in Early Childhood. 
Looseleaf notebooks With id a, 1969. 

eas to chall 
variety of language experiences from childh enge the students to a 
Levels I, II, III included in the set f hood to elementary age. 

o tree notebooks. 
s Norris. Classroom Questions· What Kinds? 

sande~966, . New York: Harper and Row, 
An exploratory use of taxonomy f d . 

0 e ucational b . classroom. A sequential and cumulative O J ectives in the 
i l system for categorizing i Revelant to many curr cu um areas. quest ans. 

hrank' Jeffrey. Teachin Human Bein s: 101 
Sc Subversive Activities for the Classroom. Boston: Beacon Press. 

Highly recommended by several classroom t h 
. eac ers. 

science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS). Rand McNally and Company' Box 
7600, Chicago, Illinois 60680. 

The Science Curriculum Improvement Study consi·sts f t • f 
. . o wo series a 

related and sequential units. One unit in life science, and one physical 
science are paired for each of six levels. Taking advantage of the 
natural curiosity of children, SCIS presents a wide variety of phenomena 
for classroom exploration and investigation. At each of the six levels 
numerous inquiry-oriented activities help children accumulate experiences 
and ideas which advance their thinking from the concrete to the abstract, 
and enable them to relate scientific concepts to the everyday world. A 
supplementary book to SCIS program - A Look at Elementary School Science. 
The SCIS newsletter is available free of charge for readers to keep up to 
date with developments. 

Taba, Hilda and Deborah Elkins. Teaching Strategies for the Culturally 
Disadvantaged. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966. 

Good book for teachers of preadolescent urban children. Includes 
instructional strategies fo~ teaching the culturally different. 

1 John Gowan, editor. Northridge, Calfornia 91324. The Gifted Child Quarter Y • k N 
.::.:.::...:::.:.;.:.:.::.:::..Am..:::.:e~r~1~.c~a~n:.=A~s~s~o-c~i:-"'-ation of Gifted Children, 15 Gramerory Par, , ew 

York, New York. 

Learning Objectives for Ind:vidualized 
Westinghouse Learning Corporation. 

1
- California. Westinghouse Learning 

Instruction: Language Arts. Sunnyva e, 

Press, 1975. Bloom's Taxonomy as applied to the 
This book illustrates the use of of appropriate performance at the 

teaching of English, and to the study 
various cognitive levels. 

Westinghouse Learning Corporation. 
Instruction: Social Science, 
Learning Press, 19 7 5 • 

This book applies the same 

. ives for Individualized 
Learning Ob1ec~ ia Westinghouse 
Sunnyvale, Californ . 

d above to history. techniques mentione 

Thinkin and Feelin. 
W Ideas for Encoura in 
illiams, Frank E. Classroom Publishers' 1970. . areas, a set for 

Buffalo, New York: n.o.K. . s for six curricular for developing 
A set of teaching strategieitive behaviors, a sdet for developing 

d d ts four cogn hing mo es eveloping in stu en tline of teac 
fo.ur affective behaviors, An ou 
all of the above. 
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.,, 5 frank E. To.tal Creativity p 
•111-0- ' · - - rogram (K 

\Jl- Jersey : Educational Technolog Pu . it). Englewood . - 124 
This kit consists of el y blications 140 S 1 Clifts, New 

h 
even compone y van Avenue 

vfnvl attac e case . It is desi. 1_1ts Packaged i . 
environment in all elementar y. gnhed to provide a more ~ an attractive 

, sc col cla umane learni 
of teaching strategies which re Bsrooms--through th ng 
of each child. It provides mat~~~nize the distinctive crea;icareful use 
and inservice teacher trainin als, including tapes f ve abil lt ies 

. d g as well as . , or preservice 
and lesson i eas for use in the 1 practical measuri i 

d 
c assroo111 It . ng nstruments 

containe program. . is a completely self-

Gaines: ::;:-

A S
et of Attribute Blocks. Irvin p o B 7 · f 48 ' . • ox 02, Avod 1 E This set o wooden blocks comes . h a e states, Georgia 30002 

f · int ree col o h · sizes o various geometric figures Th d rs, t . ree dep tha- · three 
b . e stu ents sel bl ., 

one attri ute, two attributes three att "b ect eeks that have 
~ , ri utes (such 1 

. size). 1hese are especially helpful in t h . as co or, shape or 
ships and in the thinking processes. The;a~a~1echildre~ to s~e relation-
in grades K-6. used with bright childr en 

Mastermind. Invicta Plastics (U.S.A.) Ltd. 200 5th Avenue, Suite 940 , New 
York, New York 10010. 

The game requires a player to arrive at the II d " ( 
) 

co e a pattern of 
varied-colored pegs determined by his opponent in as few "moves" as 
possible. The necessity for utilizing feedback (in thi d s case pre etermined 
cues g~ven after each move), for establishing hypothes is, and fo r reasoning 
deductively, are basic to this most challenging game. 

Other Resources: 

Essence. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison Wesley Company. 
These materials are designed to provide experiences in c~ec t iog . The 

collection of ideas uses envi ronmental studies in a unique way to broaden the 
student's perception of learning. 

J!. (Talent Activity Packet). Title III Project, Talents Unlimited, Arli gton 
School, 1107 Arlington Street, Mobile, Alabama. 

A collection of curriculum ideas for working with a wide range of . 
abilities and talents including: forecasting., productive th inkl ng, planning , 

communication and decision making . 

* * * Thi . d thesis of several lists of 
8 bibliography represents a compilation an syn lina De arcment of 

~ifted/talented readings. S,:mrces include: The No~t Car~he Chariotce -
/blic Instruction, The Council for Exceptional C~\ r;nblic Schools Gifted 
ecklenberg Talent Development Program and The To e O u 

Program. For additional copies, contact: 

Ms. Charmian Sperling d Programs 
Coordinator for Gifted/Talente 
Kentucky Department of Education 
1827 Capital Plaza Tower 

k 40601 Frankfort, Kentuc Y 
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